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Foreword
Winter News from Complementary Health Professionals
The rest of the “special days” will include
more support materials for you but please
put these dates in your diary and start
planning ahead. We will also be providing
articles for our blogs page throughout
the year, which you can read and use for
CPD. The other important dates for your
marketing are as follows:

This is our first newsletter of 2019 and
it has started as a very positive a busy
year! After discussions with the previous
Chair and Secretary of the association at
the Director’s Board meeting in January,
we discovered that 2019 sees our 25th
Anniversary! Yes, the AAPA as we were
previously known was officially launched
in 1994. As a result, we will be doing
some great promotional work over this
coming year and doing something a bit
different at our Annual Conference in
October (see details below).

Special Dates for 2019:
One of the things we want to do this year is
to give you more support materials to help
you grow your business. We have already
written a marketing guide for you, which
can be found in the members’ area of the
CHP website but this year and from now on,
we are going to tie in with “Special Days”
relevant to our profession and supply you
with marketing tools, such as posters and
other documents, such as letters, leaflets,
gift vouchers etc. These will be available
electronically for you to download from the
member’s area of the CHP website.
So far in the member’s area of our website,
you will find two posters you can use. These
are royalty free high resolution images:
14th February 2019 - Valentine’s Day
29th March 2019 - Mother’s Day
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3rd June - 9th June 2019 - Massage at
Work Week
10th June - Aromatherapy Awareness Week
23rd September 2019 - World Reflexology
Week
1st October 2019 - National Massage Day

going to mix things up a little this year and
split you into 3 workshop groups in the
afternoon, one of which will be held in the
rather beautiful Bedouin tent in the garden.
Full details and agenda to follow! We are
also having a theme to the day around a
case study and each speaker will be stating
how they would treat the client from their
own area of specialism. There will be a
goody bag again this year and again we are
already in talks with some companies for
sample products for you. There will also be
a little gift from us and all our schools for
you. You will have to come to find out what
that is!

For each of these, there are amazing
business opportunities to reach out to new
customers and we will do our very best to
help you with our new support material. So
check into the members’ area of the website
often and check out notifications on our
social media.
BIG NEWS - we are VERY excited
to say that Complementary Health
Professionals will be launching “National
Complementary Therapy Week” in March
2020! We will obviously keep you updated
with that later in the year and how you can
get involved.

CHP Annual Conference - 26th
October 2019
Another date for your diary is our annual
conference, which will once again be at
St Ethelburga’s, Bishopsgate, London. We
already have exciting speakers lined up
and the full agenda will be available in our
next newsletter. Watch our website and
social media also for notifications. We are

Therapy Awards 2019
As usual, your chance to win one of the
prestigious awards is up for grabs. The
nomination form is on our website so you
just need to give your clients and colleagues
the link and they can nominate you. These
awards look great on your CV and also
wonderful for using on your website and
marketing materials. We love these awards
as they really allow us to showcase the
amazing work our members do.
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continued...
to get involved with the Nation’s health and
recovery and show what amazing results
may be achieved with a variety of different
treatments, so watch this space!

Welcome to North London School of
Sports Massage

Royal Visit to Morley College!
CHP Director Julie Quinn had the honour
of demonstrating the wonderful benefits of
reflexology in February to HRH the Duchess
of Cornwall at Morley College’s new health
and Wellbeing education suite in Stockwell,
London. Her Royal Highness had requested
this demonstration as part of a visit to the
area to see health options available to local
residents as part of the ‘Social Prescribing’
directive. Social prescribing, sometimes
referred to as community referral, is a means
of enabling GPs, nurses and other primary
care professionals to refer people to a range of
local, non-clinical services.
Recognising that people’s general health is
continually affected by many different factors
including social as well as environmental and
economic situations, social prescribing aims
to address people’s needs in a holistic way by
encouraging individuals to take greater control
to improve their physical and mental health
with a variety of social interventions. The
visit to Stockwell was primarily to honour the
Lambeth food coop, which set up 6 years ago
as a co-operative of patients, nurses and GP’s
who grow food together.
In June 2016, NHS England appointed
a national clinical champion for social
prescribing to advocate for schemes and share
lessons from successful social prescribing
projects. This is potentially a fantastic
opportunity for complementary therapists
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will need to send an electronic copy of your
current membership certificate to confirm by
email.
Image from left to right: Jana Mitackova (Spiral
Stabilization), Carole Preen, Julie Quinn, Zanna
Parkinson (Hunaquest).

We are delighted to announce that we now
accredit the BTEC level 5 diploma offered by
the NLSSM in North and Central London and
in Manchester. Their courses are fabulously
in-depth and allow you to become a confident
practitioner in soft tissue techniques. If you
are looking to train in Sports Massage, please
do consider them as one of you top choices.
Their website is www.nlssm.com

Courses & CPD 2019

CHP Tutor’s Meeting
In January we had our annual CHP tutors
meeting to discuss many things, including
benefits to members, possible discounts on
courses and of course arrangements for the
annual conference. Hunaquest continues to
give CHP members £50 off their ever popular
Lomilomi Massage courses and Emma Lane
of Integrative Health Education has also given
a discount off two of her courses this year: 9th
& 10th February £100 discount off Treating
SIBO (as we advertised on our Facebook page)
and 29th March her Tells of the Di-eased Body
course, reduced to £150. To make a booking
call 01924 242851 and quote CHP2019. You

As well as our wonderful annual conference,
we have listed all our accredited schools’
courses now, month by month on the events
and courses page of our website, which
you can easily access from the home page.
Remember that there is also a guide to what
constitutes CPD on the CPD Policy page
(found under the membership list at the top
of the page in the dropdown menu), along
with helpful information on how to decide on
what CPD would most benefit you and your
practice and how to record CPD from things
you have read. It is great to read articles
and research but you need to show how this
information has benefitted your practice in
order for it to count as CPD. The CPD logbook
helps you record a couple of sentences
on this. Carole Preen is offering quality
online CPD through her school at Natural
Therapeutics and Sue Lincoln of the Therapy
Training Centre is offering Webinars, so if you
find it difficult to travel to venues, there are
other options for you.
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MEMBERSHIP AND INSURANCE

THERAPY MAGAZINE

ACCREDITED TRAINING

LOCAL SUPPORT GROUPS

The Federation of Holistic Therapists (FHT) is here to help you and your therapy career ﬂourish, with tailor-made
insurance policies, our exclusive members’ magazine, International Therapist, as well as training courses, local
support group meetings, special events and the professional recognition that comes from being a member.
We also hold the largest Accredited Register of complementary healthcare therapists independently approved

by the Professional Standards Authority. If you meet our criteria, you’ll be listed on it at no additional cost.

Visit fht.org.uk or call us on 023 8062 4350

to ﬁnd out more and join us today!

Introducing an exciting new face and body treatment range
from Australia. Formulated with naturally active botanical
ingredients.

Professional and retail range.
On site training available.
Small starter packages.

Free from:
Parabens, Sulphates,Mineral oils, SLS
Plastic micro beads, Animal cruelty

For more information and a free sample* visit us at www.uspa.com.au
email: sales@cressuk.com
Contact us: 01440 786644
*subject to availability

Choose a healthy
lifestyle.
Choose Organyc.

ORGAN(Y)C. Untreated, untainted, organic feminine care.
®The

Seal of Cotton
is a trademark of
Cotton Incorporated

We all do our best to stay healthy by working out and
eating organic. There’s another way we can take care of
ourselves with organic feminine care. The Organ(y)c brand
is all organic. No exceptions. Organ(y)c pads, panty
liners and tampons are 100% certified organic cotton.
th do not contain synthetic fibres, plastics, SAPs or
Plus they
fragrances. If good health is the goal, we will help you get there.
Organ(y)c is available from health stores, independent
pharmacies and online

www.organyc.uk
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Echinaforce® Hot Drink Cold & Flu
Echinacea concentrate for oral solution
Traditional herbal medicinal product used to relieve the
symptoms of the common cold and influenza type infections,
exclusively based upon long-standing use as a traditional remedy.

Available from health food stores and pharmacies.
For further information please visit www.avogel.co.uk
or call our helpline on 0845 608 5858.
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Editor’s
Letter

Hello again,

I can hardly believe that it’s 2019 already. We’re almost a fifth of the way through this century despite
the fact that it seems to have started about 15 minutes ago. I’d love to say that everything is rosy, but
2019 looks like being a challenging year for many of us.
As I’m writing this in early December, Brexit appears to be unravelling and it’s unclear what the eventual
impact or outcome will be. Scaremongering is rife, with tabloid features on potential shortages of
medicines and food supplies. While some of these are trivial – the world will not end if we can’t find
quinoa for a few weeks – others may have an impact on holistic therapists. It’s time to review where your
supplies come from and if any might be jeopardised. We’ve tried to provide an indication of where a little
prudent forward planning may pay off.
All the projections seem to indicate a drop in GDP, rising costs for anything imported and there are
several other developing macro-trends, coming out of Europe and Australia, which are a bit concerning,
even set against a positive trend for personal wellbeing and mental health.
Whatever happens this year, we’re here to help you make the best of it. You’ll find lots of ideas for adding
to your therapy portfolio, for upping your IT and social media game, for marketing your business and also

NOT YET A SUBSCRIBER?
www.holistictherapistmagazine.com/
subscriptions
alternatively email us on:
subscriptions@holistictherapistmagazine.com
HolisticTherapistMagazine.com
Twitter.com/HolisticTMag
facebook.com/HolisticTMag
Proud supporter of Breakthrough Breast
Cancer GO PINK. RAISE MONEY.
SAVE LIVES. Breakthrough.org.uk

features in taking some time to take good care of yourself. After all, you are your biggest asset – not only
do you generate your own income, but you also act as a walking advertisement for your business.
I’d just like to thank our contributors, both our regular columnists and those who come to us with a
one-off feature idea. Their generosity in sharing their experiences and expertise is always enlightening
and inspiring. If you have something to share that you think would fascinate our readers, whether it’s a
lesser known therapy, a hot marketing idea or the personal story of how you created your business and
life, then get in touch and let us know. It’s only by sharing information that we grow as an industry, as
businesses and as people.
We hope you love both this issue of Holistic Therapist and find everything you need to create your best
ever business and your best ever you.
We wish you all your best ever year, both in business and personally. Have a wonderful 2019.

Love,

Holistic Therapist Magazine is published quarterly (four times per
annum) by Media Edge London Ltd. No part of Holistic Therapist Magazine may
be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form without
permission. Views expressed in the magazine are not necessarily those of Media
Edge London Ltd. During printing, images may be subject to a 15% variation. ©
Copyright belongs to Media Edge London Ltd. All rights reserved. Please either keep
this magazine for future reference, pass it on for somebody else to read, or recycle.

Alison x
Managing Editor
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Major blow to holistic
health in Spain

Urban Massage app admits
data breach

According to several reports in
the Spanish media, The Spanish
government has announced
plans to eradicate alternative
medicine such as acupuncture
or homeopathy from health
centres.
The proposal, unveiled by the
science and health ministers,
aims to avoid the “potential
harmful effects” of the practices
when they are used as an
alternative or a complement to
treatment that is itself based on
“proof and scientific rigour”, the
government said in a statement.
It did not make clear what
it regarded as alternative
medicine, but gave the
examples of acupuncture and
homeopathy. “Many people still
believe that some treatments
work despite there being no
scientific proof available,” the
statement said.
The government said it
wanted to eliminate alternative
medicine from health centres,

Urban, previously known as Urban
Massage, which is thought to be
the UK’s most popular booking
application for at home massage
and holistic therapy treatments, has
suffered a data breach. Urban’s
online customer database, which
contains the records of 309,000
clients, was left unsecured
according to a security researcher,
Oliver Hough. It is believed that
the information exposed included
information about clients who
faced allegations of sexual assault
and harassment of massage
workers. Some clients were
classed as dangerous or blocked
from services because of ongoing
police investigations. Worryingly,
the database was said to contain,
“thousands of complaints from
therapists, detailing clients who had

where all treatment must
be given by recognised
professionals. It also wants to
avoid alternative medicine being
taught in Spanish universities
and plans to end the awarding
of diplomas linked to these
practices.
The move follows several high
profile cases where patients had
abandoned allopathic treatment,
including that of 21-year-old
Mario Rodriguez, who died after
stopping his hospital treatment
for leukaemia in favour vitamin
treatments administered by a,
“supposed naturopath”.

New award-winning
training brought to you by
the Cam Coach team
To assist coaches and therapists
the CAM COACH team have
launched a new international
training and coaching academy
designed specifically to help
them achieve transformational
results with their clients and
commercial success in their
business. The academy boasts
in excess of 50 fully accredited
diplomas levels 1 to 7 and
can be accessed via https://
courses.thecamcoach.com/p/
lifecoachingmasterclass
Course will explore various
You’ll also find free courses to

help you improve your client
coaching skills and give you top
tips to help make a success of
your business in 2019.

asked for sexual services or genital
massages”. Urban have taken the
database down and are working on
securing their data.
Chief executive Jack Tang said he
had informed the UK’s Information
Commissioner of the breach and
would also inform its customers,
adding, “We immediately closed
the potential vulnerability and
have taken all appropriate action,
including by notifying users and the
ICO.
“The researcher has now confirmed
to us that he did not copy or retain
any data and that he did not pass
anything to anyone else other
than the journalist. That was the
only access we are aware of. We
would like to apologise to anyone
potentially affected and continue to
investigate this matter as a priority.”

CUPPING THERAPY WORKSHOP
By ILKAY ZIHNI CHIRALI
Practical one-day cupping therapy
workshop for students and practitioners of
Massage therapist, Beauty therapist and
Sports therapist.
• Course will explore
various cupping
techniques
• Benefits, side effects
and contraindications

• Hot and cold
cupping techniques
• Cupping therapy
attendance certificate
will be issued

Cost: £90.00 incl. Hot/cold drinks and open buffet lunch
Date: Sunday 31st March 2019 | 9.30am - 5.30 pm
Venue: Horne Park Colfeian Sports Club, 76 Eltham
Road, Lee, London SE12 8UE
To Book: email ilkayzchirali@aol.com
Tel- 0208 306 6736

cupping techniques

Benefits, side effects and
holistictherapistmagazine.com
contraindications
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News & Dates

First Ayurveda Day
celebrated in the
European Parliament

Study shows Rosacea
sufferers seek natural
treatments

Ayurveda Day was celebrated on
21st November 2018 for the first
time in the European Parliament,
Brussels. The discussions and
celebrations were hosted by British
Conservative MEP, Geoffrey Van
Orden MBE, Chairman of the
European Parliament’s Delegation
for Relations with India and Her
Excellency Ms Gaitri Issar Kumar
Ambassador of India to the Belgium,
Luxembourg and the EU and
guided by Amarjeet-singh Bhamra,
from the UK Parliament’s All Party
Parliamentary Group (APPG)
on Indian Traditional Sciences.
Ayurveda Day has been celebrated
in the British Parliament regularly
since the formation of the APPG
Indian Traditional Sciences. Around

As Rosacea has no cure and the
symptoms that can contribute
to social isolation, people with
rosacea are often more than
willing to seek out and try
unproven treatment modalities,
all the while risking making their
symptoms worse, according to a
study conducted at the University
of Dundee. The study analysed
346 rosacea-specific posts in
online forums and found that
almost 20% of those with the
condition sought natural products,
while 16.5% asked about and
alternative medicine approached
and just under 4% enquired about
homeopathy.
The study concluded that

Fake
masseur
jailed for
sex assault
Mark Ormerod, from Darlington,
was sentenced to a four year jail
term following a sexual assault.
Ormerod posed as a massage
therapist offering at home
Swedish massage treatments
using the name Sarah H. His
victim let him into her home
when he claimed to be Sarah H’s
partner and that she was unable
to make the appointment. He
then conducted an unprofessional
massage during which he sexually
assaulted the client.
She was taken aback when
a man called at her home to
perform the massage, but

60 delegates attended.
Mr Alojz Peterle MEP, a former
Prime Minister of Slovenia, opened
the event, speaking in favour of
Ayurveda and noting that it is not
natural or traditional medicine
that is the alternative treatment,
the alternative treatment is
pharmaceutical.

claiming to be ‘Chris’, the partner
of ‘Sarah H’, who was unable to
fulfil the appointment, he went on
to conduct the “unprofessional”
massage, which she cut short
after he sexually assaulted her.
Ormerod, whose training
consisted of, “watching a couple
of YouTube videos” continues to
deny the assault, claiming that
he was considering setting up a
massage business and that the
five clients he visited were for
market research.

distrust of clinicians and treatment
failures with prescription
medications drive an overwhelming
80% of patients with chronic
disorders to participate in online
disease-specific forums. Ref:
10.1080/09546634.2018.1468067

2017 Global Wellness
Market worth over
$4132 billion
Wellness is booming globally.
From 2013 to 2017, the global
market for medical wellness
grew around 5.2% each
year, with spending reaching
almost $4132 billion. The
market covers Complementary
and Alternative Medicine,
Beauty Care and Anti-Aging,
Preventative and Personalised
Medicine, Public Health,
Healthy Eating, Nutrition,
Weight Loss and Rejuvenation.

Words of wisdom…
Lighten up, just enjoy life, smile more, laugh
more, and don’t get so worked up about things.
Kenneth Branagh
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Try this… Four quick
business wins
If you find yourself with
a spare hour between
clients, use it to improve
your website. Matt from
MarketingNerd.co.uk offered
these tips:
Update your about us/
meet the team page with
the latest information and
pictures
There’s nothing more off
putting than out of date
information about a company.
If your company history
seems to end two years ago,
people will wonder if you’re
still in business.
Put your telephone number
on your website’s home page
where people can see it
Anyone in their bedroom can
make a great looking website
that looks like a multinational
business. A phone number
helps to reassure prospective
customers there are real

people behind your business.
Landlines add further
reassurance.
Add customer testimonials
to your website (ideally add
a couple to your home page)
People like dealing with
people, and showcasing your
team members is a great way
to add a personality to your
website.
Cut out the fat: Is every
page as lean as it could be?
Content for content’s sake
is an easy mistake to make.
Check your website analytics
to see which pages people
look at most and how long
they linger. Most traffic now
comes via mobile devices,
and people will not scroll
down and down to get to the
information they are looking
for. Make sure each page is
informative from the start.

Australia excludes some
holistic therapies from
private health insurance
Several holistic therapies which
are currently provided under
private health insurance policies
in Australia will be withdrawn
this April. As such, policy
holders will no longer receive
a rebate as part of a general
treatment policy. The affected
therapies include:: Alexander
technique, aromatherapy, Bowen
therapy, Buteyko, Feldenkrais,
herbalism, homeopathy, iridology,
kinesiology, naturopathy, Pilates,
reflexology, Rolfing, shiatsu, tai

holistictherapistmagazine.com

chi, and yoga.
This decision followed a
review, chaired by the former
Commonwealth Chief Medical
Officer, which found no clear
evidence to support the efficacy
of the listed natural therapies.
The review was undertaken by
the National Health and Medical
Research Council. Over half of
Australians hold such policies and
the move is designed to remove
costs from the country’s health
system.
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Words of wisdom…
When you are discontent, you always want more, more,
more. Your desire can never be satisfied. But when you
practice contentment, you can say to yourself, ‘Oh yes I already have everything that I really need.’
Dalai Lama

DIARY DATES
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Some of the most interesting
exhibitions of 2019 are in
London and Birmingham. Put
the dates in your diary now…

NEC
Birmingham
2-3 MARCH
Hemp and CBD Expo – pick
up some ideas on how to
incorporate these popular
ingredients into your practice
10-12 MAY
May BodyPower Experience
- fitness, lifestyle, sports
and performance as well as
bodybuilding

Olympia
London
15-16 FEBRUARY
The Best You Expo
18-19 MARCH
Future Healthcare – sneak a
peek into the healthcare tech
of tomorrow

19-20 MAY
Beauty UK – including
Holistic Health

24-27 MAY
Mind Body Spirit London
Wellbeing Festival

21-23 MAY
The Fit Show

5-7 JULY
Love Natural, Love you

holistic therapist 2019
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Best year yet

Make 2019

YOUR BEST YEAR YET
Just 5% of Holistic Health
Businesses achieve
consistent year on year
success. CAM Coach
Mark Shields explains
how to make sure you’re
one of them…

S

USTAINABLE success seems to be
difficult for many small businesses,
including holistic therapists. A
tiny minority achieve year on year
success, while others reach a plateau
and even more head towards a gradual contraction
and decline. So how can you make sure 2019 is
your best year yet? There are five main areas you’ll
need to work on.

Client Commitment
A successful Complementary Health business
relies on a two- way relationship between you
the practitioner (seller) and the client (buyer). It
doesn’t take too much effort to get a client to visit
your clinic once; it’s the repeat business that can
be a little trickier.
Reputation is everything in this business, and
what your clients think of you and your skills can
either make or break a business. Ensure that
every interaction, whether online or in person,
brings an excellent experience that meets their
expectations and their needs. Without them, you
have no income.

These are my Top 5 Tips for Client
Commitment
Keep to time, never be late and never cancel an
appointment once agreed.

12
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Always remain non-judgmental. They are not
the problem, the problem is the problem.
Be professional and maintain healthy client
boundaries. Adhere to ethical standards and stick
to strict codes of conduct.
Confidentiality is key. Reassure the client,
especially if they have been recommended or you
are practising in a small town, that everything they
tell you remains confidential.

Go the extra mile for them and “be the
difference that makes the difference”. Let them
know that you will take an action to help them too.

Update your learning
Whether you have one discipline to your name
or several, a good understanding of your subject
is very important if you are to be successful in
business. Set your standards high and commit to

holistictherapistmagazine.com

Best year yet

regular learning.
Each and every session with a client is a
potential learning experience. After they leave the
session, ask yourself, “What have I learnt from
that?” This allows you to refine the service that
you offer to future clients. All learning is positive.
Empower yourself with new skills and
knowledge, without stretching yourself too thin.
Specialise in two or three areas, as clients are
put off if you offer them 20 therapies to choose
from. Check out our new courses at https://
courses.thecamcoach.com/ to get a head start on
success.

Manage budgets and costs
Having a structured approach to your business is
most important if you are to maintain a smooth
running, profitable practice. This includes
managing the costs of running that business
which impact on your income from clients’
sessions and other products that you may
sell. You need to keep control of costs to enjoy
success. Track the costs of overheads such as
heating, lighting etc., equipment, advertising,
accountant’s fees, income tax, VAT, CPD training
fees and insurance and always shop around.
Make a list of all the necessities and stick to
that. Only spend what you have now; branch out
and grow as the business becomes financially
viable. Clients pay to see you, not to wait in
lavish surroundings!
Once you have decided on your fees, decide
how many clients you need to see a week to
realistically earn what you want. This will allow
you to begin to understand how much money
there will be to spend in the business, firstly on
necessities and only later, in those other areas.
Negotiate a fair deal on the rent of the building
or therapy room, explaining that you are new in
business. Many properties/therapy rooms are
empty and you will find a landlord only too happy
to have a regular paying tenant. After a set time,
agree that the rent can be sensibly reviewed and
the agreement lengthened.
If your business involves selling products,
keep stock very low, unless you can sell it
daily. For those practitioners using nutritional
supplements, nearly all companies now provide
a patient ordering system where the client orders
the supplements for themselves and you are
acknowledged with commission. Never become
complacent about the costs of running your
business. The ever-changing economic climate
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can be difficult to negotiate,
so remaining focused and
attentive to the needs of the
business is vital.

Keep up to date
As the world that we live in
is ever-changing, so are the
needs of the clients that are
presenting to a Complementary
Health practitioner. The problems
and issues that clients presented with
20 years ago are very different to those
of now.
Stress, for example, was mentioned far
less frequently back then, whereas now almost
every client will speak of feeling stressed in one
way or another. Meeting the current and evolving
needs of clients can boost your success.

One of the
most important
considerations of
being successful in any
business is the location.
There are many ways to remain informed
on current topics, among the simplest is to
read relevant, up to date information. Regular
attendance on CPD training courses shows a
desire to learn for the benefit of the client and
allows you to grow as a practitioner. Without new
skills and information, you cannot move forward
and you cannot sustain success.
Think about the current climate that we live in
and consider the problems and dilemmas your
present clients are facing. Imagine their world
for a while if you are to offer them very best help
that you can.

Location, location
One of the most important considerations of
being successful in any business is the location.
Working in one location initially allows people
in the local area to get to know of your regular

It can
often take a
client months or even
years to make their initial enquiry to you, so knowing
that you have a good reputation in your local area
will often secure the appointment.
There are other advantages to keeping to one
location while you build your business. Local GPs,
gym owners, other complementary health therapists
and so on will all hear about you and what you
do. These networks of professionals are a potential
source of referrals to your business and being part
of a team, with skills that complement yours, means
that you can ask for extra support and advice if
needed. A community of therapists in a small area
can be an attraction to potential clients.
Once successful, you might branch out to other
towns. If you spread yourself too thin by spending
only half a day a week in different towns, not many
people get to know that you are there and your
business goes unnoticed. You will find that once your
name has been established, people will travel to you
from all parts of the country and even from around
the world.

i

Get a head start on success. For
details on the new international

presence. Thus prospective clients are more

life practice academy courses, Mark

likely to hear your name mentioned over and over

and his team can be contacted on

again, in different circles, providing reassurance

01462 431112 or

that you must be worth a visit.

https://courses.

thecamcoach.com/
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Marketing

Help your business get
ahead by understanding
consumer trends…
Trend 1: CBD really takes off
If there’s one thing we can expect to see a lot
more of in 2019, it’s CBD.
Johan Obel and his business partner Clemens
Böninger have just opened The Drug Store in
London, which is the UK’s first retail CBD store.
Johan explained, “The latest market research
is the Brightfield Report, which is more US
focussed. They estimate the hemp-derived CBD
market will grow from $600 million to $22 billion
in the next 4 years. The US is probably 2 years
ahead of the UK and the EU when it comes to
CBD, but we expect to see a similar movement
here. The UK market is growing rapidly with some
suggesting +100% exponential growth in the
coming years.
“There are three main growth drivers. Firstly, the
loosening of regulations opened up the UK CBD
market in 2016 and several European countries
are legalising medical prescription cannabis
Denmark, Germany, Poland, Greece and the UK to
some extent. Secondly, we have seen a significant
interest in anything cannabis related. While the
general public is slowly finding out about the
benefits and efficacy of CBD, parts of the growth
can also be attributed to the CBD “hype”. Many
companies are benefitting from the cannabis trend
and you can now buy anything from cannabis
scented candles to CBD bath bombs.

HOT
MARKETING
trends for 2019
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Lastly, anxiety is becoming a huge mental health
issue. Six times more children and young people
in England have mental health conditions than a
generation ago, research has revealed. It has been
suggested that CBD can have strong anxietyreducing effects, hence more and more people are
getting interested in CBD”.
With this level of consumer interest, it
makes sense to consider how CBD might be
incorporated into your business.

Trend 2: Prevention is better than
cure
Dr Charlotte Woodward and Dr Victoria
Manning from River Aesthetics believe that
consumers are increasingly interested in feeling
good as well as looking good. Dr Woodward
noted, “Our patients are stepping away from
surgical options and exploring the wealth of
non-surgical treatments and therapies that can
address their concerns. Earlier this year it was
reported that demand for surgical cosmetic
treatments had declined by 40% since 2015,
with non-surgical procedures rising significantly
over the same period.
“2019 will see a marked increase in the
number of women under 40, seeking ways
to pre-empt any decline in their youthful
appearance. Historically anti-aging treatments,
such as thread lifts, have been seen as the
domain of the 45+ age group, but the rise of
Instagram means we are seeing a number of
younger women who are worried about being
minutely scrutinised wanting to nip the earliest
signs of aging in the bud – before they become
apparent”. Holistic treatments which stimulate
collagen production and firm the facial contours,
such as cosmetic acupuncture, massage and
facial lymphatic drainage all fit with this trend.
Dr Manning added, “Bioidentical Hormone
therapy is certainly an anti-aging treatment to
watch for in 2019. It is great for both men
and women who are experiencing decreasing
hormone levels. It can raise energy levels,
address menopausal symptoms, increase sex
drive, help with weight gain issues, help with
concentration, irritability and sleep issues to
name but a few.
“Bioidenticals completely replicate a person’s
naturally occurring hormones. This makes
them more compatible, minimising the chance
of unwanted side effects. Patient’s hormone
levels are tested and a subsequent, bespoke
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treatment plan is created. Using a combination
of gels, capsules or lozenges the doctors
are able to replace testosterone, oestrogen,
progesterone, DHEA and thyroid hormones.”
Hormone rebalancing may also present an
opportunity for nutritional therapists, herbalists
and naturopaths.

Trend 3: Global Wellness
Wellness travel is set to be big business in
2019. According to Health and Fitness Travel,
the wellness holiday specialists, the global
wellness industry is now worth $4.2 trillion
with wellness tourism experiencing a 6.5%
annual growth; more than double the growth
rate for overall tourism. It’s an area that’s
becoming increasingly specialised as consumers
look for holidays that provide a relatively
focused solution to their health and wellbeing
concerns.

2019 will see a marked
increase in the number of
women under 40, seeking
ways to pre-empt any
decline in their youthful
appearance.
This means there’s an increasing demand
for well qualified and personable leaders
and teachers on these breaks and also an
opportunity to design and run your own retreats
and wellbeing breaks. Again, this is an idea that
adapts well to most holistic therapies, especially
those that lend themselves to small group
activities. Understanding your niche market
customers and what they want from their break,
such as the balance of therapy to holiday, the
location and price points are core success
factors.
Health and Wellness Travel suggest that
consumers will be particularly interested
in nature immersion getaways, sugar
detox preventative wellness, active lifestyle
retreats, sleep performance, silence retreats,
divorce getaways, tough and transformative
wellness. There’s also an emerging trend for
life stage wellness breaks including fertility
trips, menopause retreats, mumcations and
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new middle aged man retreats. Painmoons,
which allow individuals going through difficult
periods in their lives, to treat their issues in
an environment where it’s truly okay to not
be okay. Whether it’s the passing of a loved
one, a bad break up or a period of depression,
painmoons allow you to get the specialist
treatment and time away you need to restore
happiness and normality.

Trend 4: Wellbeing in a box
Our final trend for 2019 is all about
personalisation and convenience. If you want
to expand your client base or are looking for
an opportunity to add products to your service
offering, then subscription boxes may be the
growth opportunity you’re looking for.
A subscription box is a recurring, physical
delivery of products packaged as an experience
and designed to offer additional value on top
of the actual retail products contained in the
box. It’s also the fastest growing retail sector
in the UK. How could this be applied to your
business? It’s an idea that can be adapted to
almost every modality. It might mean offering
a bespoke relaxation box, perhaps with a
download link to a guided meditation, along
with a soporific blend of essential oils, your
book on coping with stress, or a relaxing
bath soak. It could be a personal nutrition or
supplements box, complete with menu plans
or juicing recipes, or a DIY home facial using
specially formulated natural skincare products.
You could even team up with a group of
different therapists and offer a subscription box
that features a different treatment voucher each
month or quarter, for a whole year of health and
wellbeing.
The idea of getting a treat through the mail
resonates with the modern consumer, and
online subscription retail is redefining how
consumers discover and consume products, so
it’s a great way of introducing what you do.
The UK subscription box market is forecast
to grow by 72 per cent by 2022, according
to a report commissioned by Royal Mail. The
market is forecast to be valued at £1 billion by
2022, compared to £583 million estimated
spend in 2017. Companies which can offer
good perceived value with a high degree of
personalisation will do well. The boxes need
to be relevant, individual and meaningful to
consumers. n
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Ready to buy?

One of the key areas
of concern to holistic
therapists is learning how
to identify buying signals.
Elizabeth Ashley explains
what to look for…

H

OW do we know what’s a clue
we are close to making a sale
and what’s a hint that someone
genuinely want us to back off and
leave them alone?
Sales strategies seem to differ depending on the
environment we find ourselves in, but the errors
people make, remain the same.

Let’s use a familiar one as an
illustration.
In electrical stores, polo-shirted assistants
confidently approach us and usually do one of
two things.

1.

HOW TO
TELL WHEN
IT’S TIME

2.

They ask if we need any help. This is a
closed question. It’s a bad move, because
of course most people will say no as they
feel they might embarrass themselves if
they ask a stupid question, so they pretend
they can navigate the world of computer
hardware alone.
They regale us with thousands of
incomprehensible and possibly unreliable
facts about why this printer is the best that
money can buy. Often they do this so fast
they don’t have time to register your face
has moulded into utter confusion.

TO SELL
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Well, I’m not sure about you, but if my question was
too dumb even make the list of facts, there’s no way
I’m going to humiliate myself more by asking it, so I
feebly mutter thanks and hope they’ll walk away.
Here’s the thing…if you, as the customer, don’t
follow the customer buyer guidelines, salespeople
are stumped, because they’ve asked the wrong
question or given the wrong information at the wrong
time.
So how do we ask the right question at the right
time which leads to a sale? For most of us, our
clients don’t want something as simple as a printer.
They want to feel better, to look a bit thinner or
perhaps to feel more confident. These aren’t seen
as needs, rather as desires. Customers, particularly
women with children. who put their own needs and
desires after those of everyone around them, often
aren’t confident about expressing their own desires.
So, the first thing is to remember is for the most
part, when someone enters a sales conversation
with you, the chances are they are already thinking
about buying. You need to read the signs. Let’s go
back to the printer store… Some people do hang out
in electrical stores manhandling printers, just for the
hell of it, but not very often. They’re lifting the paper
trays and pulling out the drawers because in their
mind’s eye they want to see their own typing
emerging on that paper. They
are ready to buy
and it’s up to the
salesperson to
meet their needs
and guide them to
the right product or
service. Your clients
have a dream, they
have a desire and it’s
up to you to make it a
reality.

Ask good
questions
Go back to basics and
think about your questions.
Rather than closed questions about whether
they need help, think about open ones that will
move you forward.
For the printer: What kind of printer do you
have, at the moment? How long have you had
it? How well is it working? What sorts of things
do you want it to print….?
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For the holistic therapist offering facial
treatments and products: What brand of
moisturiser are you using currently? What do
you like about it? How long does a pot last you?
What differences are would you like to see in
your skin? Do you prefer natural products?
They key to good sales is to provide the service
your client is looking for. Nothing more, nothing
less. There’s nothing magical or Machiavellian
about it. It’s a skill, your client will be truly
grateful you have, because they do want to
feel better about themselves, and often all they
want you to do is reassure them that you are
capable of making that happen.
Re-assure…That’s a carefully chosen word.
They just want you to re-iterate what they
already suspect they know. That’s why they’ve
chosen to stand in front of your stall, in your
shop or to call you up on the phone.

Now, listen to what they tell you…
One of the wisest pieces of advice my dad ever
gave me is remember you are born with two ears
and one mouth. You are a therapist. The chances
are you are already blessed with the skills of a
good listener. All you
need to do is ensure
the conversation tells
you what you want to
know.
A powerful tool
is to know exactly
what someone is
looking for and
why. So, go ahead
and ask the
question…
“What’s
the most
important
thing you want this
to do?” (print in colour, reduce my
wrinkles, get rid of 2 inches off my thighs)
“Good, let me show you how to do this with my
product...”
Add value. reassure and show them any extra
add-ons they need. If needs be, show them why
this one is not the product they want and show
them a better one that is. It’s excellent customer
service and it leads not only to many more sales,
but repeat sales because people trust you too.

Read their body language
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you they agree with your ideas but watch their
hands. Does the pot of cream stay in their
hands? Do they keep looking back at the leaflet?
If so, they are not ready to let go yet, and
neither should you.

They key to good sales
is to provide the service
your client is looking for.
Nothing more, nothing less.
Asking for the Price
I know, I know…a terrifying moment. Say your
price and shut up. Don’t immediately offer a
reduction or a discount. Any query about the
price is a buying signal. It’s not unusual for
people to say it’s, “too expensive”. That’s not
an objection. It is still a sign they are mentally
counting their pennies in their purse. Carefully
enquire “Expensive, compared to what?” Are
you charging £45 when she normally pays
£6 in Boots? If so, you need to go back to the
features and benefits again and explain where
the value comes from. Remember…reassure.
She wants to know you can make her feel
better, but she also wants to now she is getting
value for money.

Close That Sale
Lastly, if they say yes to the sale, don’t try to
validate it or keep on selling. Swiftly wrap it
and take the money; get the booking made and
confirmed; get that money into the till, smile,
thank them and move onto the next one.
Remember the golden rule. Selling is the only
thing that adds to profit. Everything else is a cost.
Customers want to buy from you given half a
chance. Look for opportunities to sell and turn
every sales enquiry into a happy customer who
will happily refer you on and come back again. n
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ELIZABETH ASHLEY is the UK
Director of National Association

of Holistic Aromatherapists and author of
18 aromatherapy manuals. Her latest book
Cannabis is available on Amazon. Discover
more about Elizabeth’s books and courses
at

www.thesecrethealer.co.uk.

Obvious things like nodding their head tell
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CHARITY COMMISSION REVIEW OFFERS
CAM CHARITIES CONSIDERABLE BENEFIT
The Charity Commission has announced an updated approach to assessing whether
CAM organisations can have charitable status. Here are the main findings…

H

UNDREDS of small charities

developments in knowledge over time. The

which offer or promote

review has also established that evidence of

holistic, complementary or

medical efficacy (such as findings generated

alternative health treatments

from scientific trials) that a certain treatment has

had been concerned that

measurable beneficial medical impact is not the

their charitable status might be removed as

only way in which a CAM organisation might

a result of a sweeping review by the Charity

demonstrate that it provides public benefit.

Commission, under pressure to conclude that

The Commission stressed that the review

scientific trials were the sole yardstick of medical

was not about determining whether any one

efficacy. Instead, the Commission decided that

CAM therapy or approach is ‘good’ or ‘bad’, but

the underlying legal principles around charitable

confirming whether organisations which use

status and the promotion of CAM remain

or promote these therapies meet the legal test

unchanged.

to be charities. Nevertheless, registration of an

CAM organisations applying to register as

organisation as a charity is recognition that it is

charities will now need to provide evidence that

set up to benefit the public. The assessment

matches the claims that they make in order to

changes are likely to result in new applicants

demonstrate that they provide public benefit.

for charitable status being asked for different

Those organisations that claim to treat or cure

information and it is not clear if any existing CAM

a disease or condition will need to provide

charities will be de-registered,

appropriate scientific evidence. Organisations

The review process included a public

that instead claim to provide comfort and

consultation, which received around 670

relief to patients, may be able to rely on other

individual responses, from a wide range of

types of evidence, such as reports by patients,

viewpoints.
The Charity Commission is also clarifying
and focussing their requirements for appropriate
scientific evidence if a CAM applicant makes
claims that its therapy can produce particular
physical outcomes. The updated operational

or observational studies based on patient
responses, to demonstrate their public benefit.
The guidance has been amended to take
account of the range of evidence sources
available to demonstrate public benefit and of
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guidance for case workers explains this in more
detail, and explains what types of evidence
will be required to support claims of medical
efficacy. It also explains where the Commission
will accept therapies as having already been
recognised by other bodies which have
considered the available evidence.
The Commission will now consider whether
any past registrations of CAM organisations
should be revisited, and whether a different
decision might have been made had our
updated approach been in place. It has
stated that their preliminary view is that, for
the vast majority of registered CAM charities,
no action will be needed, either because the
efficacy of the relevant treatment has already
been established under our previous approach,
or because it is clear that benefit can be
demonstrated under the current approach. In
some cases, it may be that the Commission
recommends that a registered CAM charity
amend its objects, so that they are limited
to what can clearly be demonstrated by the
available evidence.
The Charity Commission is the regulator and
registrar of charities in England and Wales, but it
is believed that the relevant authorities for both
Scotland and Northern Ireland will take a similar
approach. n
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Creating KUPU

Marcela Aguirre and Ana Lopes share how
they have created and marketed their own
holistic health app…

We’ve both had a longstanding interest in holistic health. Marcela
came to the UK as a refugee from Colombia before studying
medicine, then becoming a medical officer in the army. I was a
nurse in Portugal before coming to the UK. I spent the majority
of my free time studying alternative therapies including
Reiki, NLP, hypnotherapy, coaching and reflexology.
We met through work in 2017 and so the idea for
Kupu was born!
Our goal was to make holistic treatments
more accessible and realised that a
digital platform is the ideal way to
grow the global reach of the
industry while benefitting
even the smallest holistic
businesses.
We wanted to create a product
which helps self-employed and
small businesses to work independently.
We both have friends who work in holistic
health, but due to the lack of an adequate
platform, they often cannot afford to work full time
in what they love and have to take on a mundane
9-5 job. We thought it would be wonderful to do
our part in helping natural health and wellness
businesses to flourish.
We spent a few months researching the demand for wellness
services in the UK, the market and the competitors. Then we
researched developers and digital agencies – this process took
about 2 months and it was quite stressful as we realised how
expensive it would be to make an app. We came up with a tight
budget for our survival costs, re-mortgaged a house and took on
some debt. We found a digital agency in Oxford which we liked
and started working with them in January 2018 – they provided us
with a ‘blueprint package’ which included branding, refining the
idea to turn it into an app and providing a primitive black and white
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prototype of the app. Initially we were keen to work with them for
the development phase, but as time passed we realised that we
were no longer a good fit. So we had to start sourcing developers
again. This again took about 2 months, which was very difficult as
most quotes were way out of our budget. We eventually found a
developer team online who we intuitively connected with. There
has been constant feedback and changes. App development
is a very dynamic process and requires a lot of flexibility and
communication. Luckily our developers have been brilliant and have
helped us to really get as close as possible to the product that we
envisaged.
We have asked practitioners and users for a lot of feedback on
what they would like on the app. We plan to actively seek plenty
of feedback particularly in the beginning stages so that we can
continue to shape the app exactly into what our customers desire.
In terms of pricing, we knew that we wanted it to be as affordable
as possible for the practitioners. Looking at businesses with similar
models, we found that they all charged a high percentage fee per
booking. We thought this would be too much for small businesses
to sacrifice. Taking into account all our start up and
running costs, we worked out that we could offer a
great platform for a low monthly subscription and a
much lower percentage fee per booking than any
of the other platforms we researched. Our main
priority was to make it accessible to as many
practitioners as possible. We don’t charge any
fees to the users, in order to make it as easy as
possible for them to use the app and access
the services.
We’ve had countless challenges! We’re not
from business backgrounds, so we have
spent a huge amount of time learning
on the go. At first it felt incredibly
overwhelming. We initially had thought the
app would be launched in July 2018, but due to having to
change developers, all our financial projections, our budget and all
our plans got pushed back about 6 months. We had both quit our
jobs in April and May, but had to go back to work again in September
for some time, in order to cover the unexpected extra months
without income. When we were left without developers, we had a
very stressful period of uncertainty and we considered giving up
more than once.
At present we are giving away 6 months free of our Premium
Membership for a limited period, in order to give our early
supporters plenty of chance to try out the app without financial
commitment. We have two types of membership – basic
membership allows a simple profile to be created, and it attracts
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a 15% fee per booking made through the app. The
Premium Membership costs £12.50 per month
but has several key features that the basic
membership doesn’t – the booking fee is
reduced to 10%, the practitioner is listed
higher than basic profiles, it allows a
higher number of photos, unlimited
types of therapies, listing
events and workshops, and
adding discounts to drive
up sales. The app has a smart
search function and several other
smart features which helps to put the
practitioners in front of users, and make it
very easy for the users to purchase services
directly through the app.

Users are recruited through social media adverts,
Google ad-words and word of mouth. We have
created our own digital version of ‘word of mouth’ –
when a user visits a practitioner, they can share their
experience on social media directly through the app, so that
practitioner becomes instantly visible to the user’s contacts.
The app also has a review system, so the users can easily find
reputable services in their area. They are also able to find
discounts and to discover potential new services, through an
interactive interface. Our website contains a blog where we
publish quality health-related articles that we hope empower
users to look after their health, and also to educate them on
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natural health and wellness options.
We’ve learned that even when something doesn’t go
right, there are always learning points to take from the
experience. We have learned about our
strengths and weaknesses. We have learned
that by being ourselves and creating
genuine connections with our practitioners
and users, we can develop the kind of
business we strive to be. We have so
many exciting ideas about how Kupu
will continue to grow, so we hope our
practitioners and users have patience
with us while we get things off the
ground – we can’t wait to share
everything we have in store for the
Kupu community!
For anyone that wants to have
create an app, we would say please
go for it! If you don’t try, you will never know. Fears,
doubts and obstacles will come up, but once you have a mission
that you are passionate about, you can find a way. So have faith is
your abilities and do it! We wouldn’t change it for the world. n

i

To find out more about KUPU, go to https://app.
kupuwellness.com
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National Massage Championships

SKILL
BUILDING
AT THE
National
Massage

Magdalena Lorynska
shares her experience of
taking part in the National
Massage Championships…

A

S massage therapists we are judged all
the time. New clients judge our ability
to massage well, regular clients judge
our capability to keep meeting their
ever changing needs, other therapists
judge our social media presence. But why one would
choose, on top of all of this, to be judged by a group of
world famous massage therapy teachers? Well, for me,
the answer is simple: I wanted to know where I stand.

Championship
I wanted to know how I compare to other therapists.
My skills haven’t been assessed since I graduated from
college with my massage technician diploma. My clients
tell me that I am a great therapist but I wanted an expert
to tell me how I can be better.
In 2017, I looked into taking part in The World
Massage Championships in Copenhagen but I was
unable to attend. During the summer of 2018 I spotted
an advert for The National Massage Championships, the
first event of its kind in the UK.
After considering all the pros and cons, I took a leap
and entered! I booked online and paid my entry fee.
I had to choose the category in which I was going to
compete, I decided on ‘freestyle’. We were to provide our
own client, I chose to bring my partner, Chris, with me
as my model. It was done, I was going to take part in
The National Massage Championship. I was excited!
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National Massage Championships

I started to panic a little when I read the
requirements, rules, regulations and judging
criteria. There were nearly 100 points to be gained,
which meant 100 different sub criteria to meet.
This was a lot!
We were going to be judged on several
categories including personal and environmental
set up, use of drapes, cushions and bolsters to
provide support and client comfort and to ensure
safety, transitions while maintaining a fluid
connection from one movement to another, the
variety, connectivity, relevancy, effectiveness,
skilful application, and safety of our techniques,
posture and body mechanics and finally
communication. It was like taking my final exams
once again but this time I had to perform the best
in front of several tutors not just one!
I knew I needed to prepare. I started to watch
various massage videos and purchased an oil
holster. A fancy piece of equipment for me, my
oils are usually laid on a table. It took me nearly a
month to get comfortable with it and it cost me lots
of oil spillages on my wall!
The Championships took place in London
during the Olympia Beauty Show, which is a
huge and very busy event. Luckily, the Massage
Championship arena was situated on the first
floor, in a quiet area far enough away from the
hive of activity from the rest of the product and
demonstration stands, along with the thousands of
vibrant visitors of the beauty show. Overall, I was
impressed by the professional and very efficient set
up of the event. Each of the competition categories
- Advanced, Eastern, Swedish/Deep tissue, Spa/
wellness massage, Freestyle and Seated massage
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- had its own time slot with the awards
taking place at the end of the day. It
was easy to observe other participants.
I did pick up a few new moves. I had
also been told by another contestant that
she had been in a group with a therapist
performing a knife massage. One treatment
I wouldn’t look forward to!
Participating in the
championship taught me a lot
about myself as a therapist.
I usually take my CPD
courses in theCotswolds, but
I realised that other areas,
especially London’s schools,
offer a bigger variety and a
higher level of teaching.
I have been awarded a
certificate of attendance
which is now displayed
on the wall in our studio.
Clients do ask about the
event and do appreciate
the fact that I did well in
the championships.
I believe that my clients have benefitted from
my participation. I have learned some new moves
and have been reminded about some which I
haven’t used for a while. I also started using more
massage tools, including a therapist thumb, during
my treatments. I have had positive feedback from
my clients about the new tools and how they make
people feel. Additionally, using tools saves my hands,
so it’s a win-win for everyone.
Since the event, I have spoken to the winner
of the freestyle category, Monica Paslaru. Monica
also competed in the Worldwide Championship in
Copenhagen and felt that the UK Championship was
a lot stricter in terms of draping and client dignity.
During the UK event, Monica used a
combination of table Thai, lomi lomi, trigger
point, fascial unwinding and primal
flow, she combined them to create a
wonderfully nurturing experience to her
client. When I look at the photos from
the event I can’t stop thinking about
how amazing this connection of
movement was.
Since the event I have been
asked by many people how
such a subjective experience as
massage can be judged. The
answer is simple; it is judged

exactly as we are all judged when
passing our finals to become a therapist. Our
moves are observed, points given and a decision is
then made, but rather than as a pass or fail we get
points. I received 74.28% - the winner’s score in
my category was 80.85%. I was shy less than 7%
to be named the best massage therapist in the UK.
It feels good to know that my technique and style
is good and that I am on the right path to being the
best therapist I can be.
There are many wonderful massage therapy
skills out there and attending an event is a great
way of learning from other therapists. I’d highly
recommend attending The National Massage
Championships or any similar event to anyone
who would like to challenge and learn more about
themselves to improve as a therapist. n
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MAGDALENA LORYNSKA is a
Therapist, Massage Tutor and

Holistic Business Coach in Cheltenham.
Magdalena specialises in working with
individuals who suffer with anxiety,
depression and upper back injuries. Find
out more at

www.isbourne.org/profiles/

magdalena-lorynska
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Animal Reiki

If you’re looking to expand
your modalities, offering
holistic care for animals
can be deeply rewarding.
Sue Malcolm discusses
animal reiki, her work with
rescue animals and details
upcoming new standards
for practitioners…

A
REIKI: NEW
OCCUPATIONAL
STANDARDS
FOR WORKING

with

NIMAL Reiki, is more than just applying
the techniques and theory we typically
learn as Reiki Practitioners. It involves
additional skills, ways of working and
an understanding of animals.
Reiki is a relaxing, non-invasive, holistic
complementary therapy that many animals seem to
enjoy and instinctively understand. It is not uncommon
for animals to push their sore or aching body parts in to
a practitioner’s hands, showing comforting pleasure and
offering gratitude afterwards in their own special way.
Depending on the animal, its character, location
and the health issue or situation, Animal Reiki may be
offered hands-on, hands-off or distantly. All are equally
effective. It is important though to let the animal take
the lead in choosing how this therapy is preferred to be
received, at what distance away and for how long.
Reiki is generally comforting to animals, improving their
feeling of well-being and sense of self. It promotes the
natural healing processes of the mind and body and is
regularly offered to animals to help with stress and related
issues, ease pain or discomfort, to enhance recovery from

Animals
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illness, injury or surgery, to support veterinary treatment
and care and for a range
of other conditions. It may
on occasions assist when
no other treatment has
helped or when a vet has
been unable to make a
diagnosis.
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Animal Reiki

Sometimes the benefit may just be relaxation, but
observations and feedback suggest that the benefit
often exceeds this. Additionally, due to its benefits
for emotional issues, Reiki may help with some
behavioural problems, in particular those related to
fear and anxiety. It can therefore be beneficial for
animals who are concerned by a visit to the vet or a
stay in a cattery or kennel.
Squeaky is a great example of this. She is a
happily rehomed rescue cat, who suffered terribly
from separation anxiety, shaking and being sick
on her first day home after a stay in a cattery.
However, when Reiki was sent the morning of her
trip to the cattery and mid-way through her stay,
she returned home relaxed, acting as though she’d
never been away. Her owners now book Reiki
whenever they are going away.
Much of my reiki work is with Friends of Baxter,
a good cause organisation in the process of
becoming a charity. The majority of the animals we
work with are in rescue centres and sanctuaries
where the treatments are given free of charge. On a
weekly basis we help rescue cats, dogs and when
we can, donkeys. To help an animal to release
its fear, be ready for rehoming more quickly, or
change its character due to its pain subsiding is
beyond words. The feeling of ultimate compassion
when animals who may have just come from a dog
compound or found as emaciated strays, snuggle
up to us, share their aches, pains and emotions
with us, open up to our help and are soon relaxed
and purring or deeply snoring.
Animal reiki practitioners experience tremendous
satisfaction and wellbeing. We’d love to expand our
team at Friends of Baxter so that we can provide a

to choose hands-on if they
wish. When Reiki energy flows,
animals sometimes sniff the
Practitioner’s hands and may
start to feel the warm, soothing,
energy that people experience in
a Reiki session. The animal may
calm quickly or take a while, and in
a calm relaxed state we will progress
as we feel is best for the animal and
the situation, using a toolbox of possible
techniques. When we connect to the
animal through Reiki, communications can
also be shared at a subconscious level.
Our feelings and observations are shared with
the owner afterwards, with their feedback being
requested over the next day or two. It is imperative
though, that signs of animal behaviour and body
language are understood. If not, stress could lead
to aggression. Animals may not always act in their
normal way if in considerable pain or particularly
anxious or fearful.
This healing technique may be used alone or in
conjunction with other complementary therapies
and supports traditional veterinary care, but is not
a replacement for essential veterinary treatment
and medicine. Although veterinary consent is not
required, a vet’s diagnosis should be sought prior
to Reiki being offered to animals when a medical
health issue is known or suspected to exist. A Reiki
or Animal Reiki Practitioner is not permitted to
make a diagnosis. Animal Reiki treatments costs
vary by practitioner or organisation but most charge
between £30 and £50 for an hour’s treatment.
Travel may be extra.

service to the many rescue organisations that would
love to receive our therapy service.

What does an Animal Reiki
Practitioner do?
Whether working in a rescue centre or at the home
or familiar habitat of the animal, the treatment
starts by gathering consent and information about
the animal. This encompasses the reason for Reiki
being sought, the animal’s background, medical
history, character, temperament, sensitive areas etc.
For behavioural issues we also want to understand
influencing factors such as the impact of other
animals, people and/ or the environment.
We explain Animal Reiki, possible reactions and
outcomes and then the treatment commences,
usually starting hands-off and allowing the animal
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Becoming an Animal Reiki
practitioner
Interest in Reiki for Animals is growing considerably
and it is now becoming a profession in its own
right. Until recently, no professional standards
existed for Animal Reiki training, meaning the
content of courses varied enormously. Online
courses proliferated too, with some being woefully
inadequate. Member organisations of the National
Reiki Council therefore worked with Lantra in the
creation of National Occupational Standards for
the training of Professional Reiki Practitioners for
Animals. These have now been published with the
core curriculum and teaching guidelines are in the
final stages of preparation. You can find out more
at Reiki Council member organisation websites,
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including
www.
reikifed.co.uk.
In 2019 there will be a process for Reiki
organisations to officially recognise and promote
Professional Reiki Practitioners for Animals who
have trained to these standards. They will also
approve courses that meet the training criteria.
Individuals who wish to train or have already
trained will be eligible to apply for this professional
Reiki body recognition, but additional training and
learning will be required where the syllabus has not
been fully met.
Whether wishing to train professionally or not, I
strongly advocate in-person training, where you can
be shown the techniques and have the opportunity
to ask questions, be observed, receive helpful
constructive advice and support and have a known
face who will be an ongoing mentor for you.
If you are looking to add to your treatment offering
and love animals, then now’s the time to train in
Reiki for Animals. n

i

SUE MALCOLM is a Reiki and
Animal Reiki Master Practitioner

and Teacher (CNHC registered), Founder
of Friends Of Baxter Animal Care, Owner
of The Reiki Experience and UK Reiki
Federation Animal Reiki Co-ordinator.
She will be running several Animal Reiki
courses this year. Find out more at
www.friendsofbaxter.org.uk.
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CNHC

PSBs: KEEPING THE INDUSTRY
UP TO STANDARD
Michael Watson CNHC Chair, discusses the CNHC’s Profession Specific Boards…

D

O you get upset
when you hear
about online or
weekend courses
that lead to ‘practitioner’
status? Have you ever wanted
to do something about it?
Perhaps you’d like to play a
part in shaping the way people
view complementary healthcare? If
your answer to any of these questions
is yes, then you might want to know more about
the role of CNHC’s Profession Specific Boards
(PSBs) and how to get involved.

PROFESSION SPECIFIC BOARDS
CNHC registers practitioners from 16 different
disciplines ranging from aromatherapy to Shiatsu,
hypnotherapy to yoga therapy. Each discipline
has a group of up to four registrants who provide
guidance and advice about their profession to
CNHC’s office team. These groups are called
Profession Specific Boards (PSBs) and they are
an essential part of CNHC’s governance structure.
CNHC’s PSB members provide expert
advice about their discipline on issues such as
educational standards and the development of
our policies such as Continuing Professional
Development (CPD). At times, they may be
trained to sit on our Conduct and Competence
panels when there is a complaint. The CNHC
team also contacts the PSB members from time
to time through the year to seek information and
advice.
CNHC holds two meetings a year to bring
together the PSB members from each discipline
and each PSB has an initial induction meeting
with CNHC’s Chief Executive & Registrar,
Margaret Coats, to welcome them and introduce
them to the role.
Practitioners become PSB members for a
period of three years which can be extended for
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two further terms if the registrant
wants to continue.

WHO CAN BECOME A
PSB MEMBER?
All PSB members must be
registered for the relevant
discipline. After that a registrant
must be in good standing and
have been in current practice for
a minimum of three consecutive years.
PSB members must also have a good working
knowledge of their profession, and have detailed
and relevant knowledge of educational standards,
as well as good communication skills.

WHAT’S IT LIKE TO BE A
CNHC PSB MEMBER?
Here are some of the
things that PSB members
undertake:

Sitting on a Conduct and
Competence Panel
Jo Majithia –
Nutritional Therapy PSB
member

Performance will be investigated thoroughly and
fairly.”

Writing an expert report
Kate Beaven-Marks –
Hypnotherapy PSB member
“Writing an expert witness
report isn’t part of my
normal role or training as
a hypnotherapist. Each member of the CNHC
Profession Specific Board for hypnotherapy
contributes from their own field of expertise,
and my knowledge enabled me to consider
the perspectives of the complainant and
the hypnotherapist. The expert
witness process requires you to
offer a view on both of their
statements, and for this
work it is important to ‘step
back’ and be impartial. You
must also look at the facts
presented, without mindreading, wanting to defend the
profession, or assigning ‘blame’.
I am passionate about supporting
and promoting professionalism within
hypnotherapy, and being part of the team
supporting the maintenance of standards is both
important and rewarding.”

“I sat on a CNHC Conduct
and Competence Panel. I
was given training and the case papers well ahead
of the hearing. If a complaint is made against a
CNHC registered nutritional therapist, the Panel
must weigh all the admissible evidence from
witnesses, statements and documents presented
to us. However, the process was objective, and
I felt well supported throughout. The process is
very thorough so the public and therapists can be
reassured that any CNHC registrant accused of
not abiding by the Code of Conduct, Ethics and

CNHC’s PSB members
provide expert advice about
their discipline on issues such
as educational standards
and the development of our
policies such as Continuing
Professional Development
(CPD).
holistictherapistmagazine.com

CNHC

Earle Abrahamson –

the aromatherapy core curriculum. Working

Massage Therapy PSB

on the core curriculum is an important way

member

for the CNHC to help the profession maintain

“As a member of the PSB
for Massage Therapy, I was
asked to compile an expert report for the crown
prosecution, regarding appropriate massage
conduct and expectations during a massage
therapy consultation. I felt honoured to have
been called upon to consider the case and
present an unbiased and professional overview of
massage practice, but once I began drafting the
report, I soon realised the raft of complexity that
surrounded the case. The process encourages
one to consider the aims of the document being
written, and how the reading of the report can
be used to discredit, or question, the expertise
and authority of the author. I focused my writing
on acceptable professional behaviours and
used the CNHC Code of Conduct, Ethics and
Performance as a guide to develop and maintain
professionalism. Being part of the CNHC is

standards in the field of education
and training. My work for the
CNHC makes a real difference
to the world of aromatherapy
and complementary
healthcare. Working with
other aromatherapists was a
great experience and it was
interesting to see our different
backgrounds and experiences
come together to influence the
curriculum work. It was a challenging
task, but I would thoroughly recommend working
as a PSB member for the CNHC.”

Raising standards
Vidhi Sohdi – Yoga Therapy
PSB member

extremely useful in facilitating the professionalism

“Being a PSB member has

within the report.”

been exciting. It’s essential
to raising and maintaining
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HOW TO GET INVOLVED
PSB members are elected to their role by CNHC
registrants from their discipline. For
example, the Massage Therapy
PSB members are elected by
CNHC registered Massage
Therapists. This means that
all CNHC registrants have
the opportunity to elect the
people who will provide
this role for their profession.
Any registrant who meets the
criteria can stand for election.
You can see full details on our
website.
Elections for all 16 professions are spread
over a three-year cycle. There are PSB elections
this spring for Massage Therapy and Nutritional
Therapy and will there will also be elections
for Shiatsu, Reflexology and Aromatherapy in
autumn.

i

To find out more about CNHC,
visit

www.cnhc.org.uk or call

standards. When I give a presentation within an

020 3668 0406. If you are registered

NHS setting, as well as privately, my role within

with CNHC and are interested in finding

Dinesh Kotecha –

the PSB elevates the profession of Yoga Therapy

out more about becoming a PSB

Aromatherapy PSB member

so it is taken seriously and in line with western

member, please email: info@cnhc.org.

Working on core curriculum

“As a PSB member, I was
asked to work with the other
PSB members to update
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medicine professional bodies. I can balance the
PSB role alongside my clinical practice, allowing
me to continue helping my patients, while

uk or visit:

https://www.cnhc.org.uk/

profession-specific-boards-psbs

advancing Yoga Therapy into new areas.”
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New Frontiers

NEW FRONTIERS
NEW FRONTIERS:

RESEARCH ROUND UP

The latest research studies
likely to be of interest to
holistic therapists, straight
from scientific journals…
FACIAL MASSAGE ROLLERS IMPROVE
VASODILATION
Facial massaging using a roller can increase skin
blood flow for more than ten minutes after the
massage. It can also improve vasodilation -- the
widening of blood vessels, -- in the long-term,
according to a new study.
Even a five-minute massage significantly
increased facial skin blood flow in the massaged
cheek, with a relative change of up to around
25%. Unexpectedly, the increased skin blood flow
persisted for more than ten minutes solely in the
massaged cheek. Ref: 10.1016/j.ctim.2018.09.009

OMEGA-3 FATTY ACIDS REDUCE THE
RISK OF PREMATURE BIRTH
A Cochrane Review has found that increasing the
intake of omega-3 long-chain polyunsaturated
fatty acids (LCPUFA) during pregnancy reduces
the risk of premature births.
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Premature birth is the leading cause of death for
children under 5 years old worldwide, accounting
for close to one million deaths annually. Premature
babies are at higher risk of a range of longterm conditions including visual impairment,
developmental delay and learning difficulties.
Estimates suggest that 15 million babies born too
early each year.
The review team looked at 70 randomised trials
and found that for pregnant women, increasing the
daily intake of long-chain omega-3s lowers the risk
of having a premature baby (less than 37 weeks)
by 11% (from 134 to 119 per 1000 births). It also
lowers the risk of having an early premature baby
(less than 34 weeks) by 42% (from 46 to 27 per
1000 births) and reduces the risk of having a
small baby (less than 2500g) by 10%. Ref: http://
dx.doi.org/10.1002/14651858.CD003402

PAIN CAN BE A SELF-FULFILLING
PROPHECY
A new brain imaging study undertaken at the
University of Colorado at Boulder found that when
people expect to feel intense pain, they do, even
if they aren’t subjected to painful stimuli. These
false expectations can persist even when reality
demonstrates otherwise.

“We discovered that there is a positive feedback
loop between expectation and pain,” said senior
author Tor Wager, professor of psychology and
neuroscience. “The more pain you expect, the
stronger your brain responds to the pain. The
stronger your brain responds to the pain, the more
you expect.”
The new study is the first to directly model the
dynamics of the feedback loop between expectations
and pain and the neural mechanisms underlying it.
“Our results suggest that negative expectations
about pain or treatment outcomes may in some
situations interfere with optimal recovery, both
by enhancing perceived pain and by preventing
people from noticing that they are getting better,”
she said. “Positive expectations, on the other
hand, could have the opposite effects.”
The research also may shed light on why, for
some, chronic pain can linger long after damaged
tissues have healed. Whether in the context of
pain or mental health, the authors suggest that
it may do us good to be aware of our inherent
eagerness to confirm our expectations.
Convincing clients that things may not be as
bad as they think may help them to revise their
expectations and, in doing so, alter the treatment
experience. Ref: 10.1038/s41562-018-0455-8. n
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Dissection Room

Why a day in the

dissection
room
is good therapy
Caroline Barrow
believes therapists need
a deeper understanding
of anatomy and
physiology, so she
recommends a trip to a
dissection room…

A

S holistic therapists,
most of us work with the
body. During training,
we scrutinise anatomy
textbooks, models and
illustrations. We learn all we can, but
this learning is often paper based, rather
than the deeper knowledge gained from
exploring the inner workings of the human
body in the dissection room. I’ve been
teaching anatomy and physiology for the
best part of twenty years, while practicing
a number of holistic therapies including
craniosacral therapy and shiatsu. I have
found that the more I learnt about treating
people, the more fascinated I became
with how the body really works. The more
specific my anatomical and physiological
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knowledge, the more accurate I can be
in my treatments and understanding how
I can help. Taking a dissection-based
course can elevate your practice to a new
level.
Your first time in a dissection room is a
pretty extraordinary experience. Relatively
few of us experience a dead body close up
so working respectfully with cadavers can
initially be overwhelming. These are people
who have chosen many years in advance
to leave their bodies to medical schools so
that others may learn from them. They are
advancing our knowledge with a selfless
act.
Dissecting a cadaver is a privilege that
left me in complete awe. As I stood and
looked around, I decided I would do what
I could to make this opportunity available
to as many complementary practitioners as
possible. Turns out that included getting a
Biomedical Science degree and starting a
new business.
I am proud to say that, 20 years on, I
am still doing it, and only last week took
another group of massage therapists for
their ‘Day in the DR’. Yet again, I wished
I was making recordings of the genuine,

‘ooohs’, ‘ahhhhs’ and ‘wows’ that often
accompany the first viewings of things like
the sciatic nerve, psoas or the spinal cord
itself.
For many would-be complementary
therapists, the anatomy and physiology
part of study can be daunting. When we
first start training there is an important
focus on getting the work into our hands.
But later, once we have absorbed the
practicalities and first round of knowledge,
the chance to visit a dissecting room offers
a unique and incredible opportunity to fill
in missing anatomical understandings and
help those text book diagrams come alive.
For many, the biggest challenge is
simply getting there. People worry they
will be too squeamish or find it too
disconcerting. It is true that faces and
heads can be tough to encounter for the
first time and yet, as the things you have
learned about or treated on clients are
unveiled and exposed in a truly revealing
fashion, curiosity and awe overtake
reservation. Some folk get up close from
the get-go, others hold back a bit – all
responses are okay and over the day
they do evolve. There are pre-dissected
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Dissection Room

specimens of all areas of the body to
look at, as well as many containers with
specific structures beautifully conserved.
The facilities that we use have a deep
respect built into the way they run: respect
for the people who have so kindly donated
their bodies and also for the students’
learning process at all stages. It is an
honour and a privilege to share this with
others.
I love watching the key moments when
images from books turn into proper 3-d
visuals that helps everything fall into place;
as students move structures and see what
is underneath, left and right, or pick up
an organ and really experience its shape
and position. For others an appreciation of
the layers is important, of the peritoneum,
the pleura and pericardium or seeing
the actual space that things like the
lumbar vertebrae or diaphragm take up. I
encourage folk to literally feel the difference
between an artery, vein, nerve, or the
fascia in the abdomen vs the iliotibial
band. Have questions? Ask away - you will
probably find a few more you
never knew you had.
Unlike textbook
illustrations, which
show a stereotyped
masculine or feminine
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figure, working with
cadavers reminds is
that everybody – literally
every body – is different
and unique in some aspect.
Discovering this in 3D informs
our work with our clients. It can be
difficult to remember the underlying
physical structures of muscles or nerves,
but you will never forget improving your
understanding of anatomy and physiology
using a cadaver.
Several universities and organisations
offer relevant courses. It is important to
check how much time you will have in
the dissecting room and whether your
experience will be hands-on or whether
you will simply be lectured and the
dissection performed by the instructor.
Either can offer a valuable learning
experience. Some people may find the
demonstration approach offers a less
unsettling option than working directly with
a cadaver.
At the College of Body Science, our
2019 programme includes a number
of 1-3 days courses held in
London. These include topics
like Inside the Cranium,
Know Your Nerves, Anatomy
for the 10 Step Protocol,
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Neuroanatomy and the
Viscera. We will also offer
A Day in the Dissecting
Room courses, which offer
an ideal introduction to working
with cadavers. We also offer selected
courses in Perth and Brighton.
Some people only come because they
need some CPD points. I am pretty sure
these rate as some of the more unique
ones! Experience suggests there is
something here for everyone, whether you
are still doing your first hundred treatments
or have lost count of how many clients
you have worked on. It is an intimate
experience with humanity, from a very
different perspective, that feeds beautifully
back into your work as a therapist. n
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CAROLINE BARROW runs
the College of Body Science

which has been putting on various
‘Days in the Dissecting Room’
for different types of practitioners
for nearly 20 years. The next
is 8th April 2019. See www.
collegeofbodyscience.com or call
0845 108 1088.
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Opinion

WHY
HOLISTIC
THERAPY
NEEDS TO
become more

Nia Davies argues we
need an integrated,
encompassing, approach
to healthcare…

I

have a background in traditional sciences, but
have come to understand the value in tradition.
For me, Eastern Therapies brought a lot of
insight into re-establishing my connection to
myself, to others and to the natural world, at
a time when I needed it the most. They’re still labelled
as ‘alternative’ (even in parts of Asia) and perceived as
slightly archaic in comparison to our modern marvels,
with global trends indicating that things are becoming
increasingly polarised. I’d argue that they’re highly
complementary, and that we should never forget our
roots.

MAINSTREAM
Alternative is perhaps not quite the right word, as it
seems to suggest an ‘alternative route’ altogether. It
sometimes carries an element of disparagement and
quackery, despite scientific evidence that often show
better results than drug treatments. Our system at
present needs unity. The alternative term I’d rather use
is complementary practices. In fact, as an international
movement, the marriage of complimentary and
mainstream practices has now come to be known as
Integrative Medicine. What has for a long time been
seen by most as the frivolous, is far more fundamental
than we think. brain inflammation associated with
chronic pain can facilitate feelings of anxiety and knee
pain can lead to depression.
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The poster boy for the integrative movement is
Dr Andrew Weil, a physician who makes a point
of not endorsing all complementary therapies,
but cherry picks those that are deemed to have
sufficient scientific evidence. It was really not that
long ago, that next to none of these practices were
deemed to have enough scientific evidence, and
hence their place in the mainstream, at all. A similar
thing is seen with the Placebo effect - whereby it
is a complementary element that has become an
important part of every medical treatment and drug
therapy, but never allowed quite the same credit
or investigation as a standalone option. This is
something that needs to change.
Science still has many mysteries of its own and
we are starting to accept that healing is involves
more than the reductionist approach towards
what is measurable, repeatable and observable in
healthcare. I have come to admire many figures that
share how alternative principles can be effectively
weaved into the science we know today such as Joe
Dispenza and Theresa Bullard. Even though they
face uncertainty, the difficulty of differentiation from,
and dilution by the noise that still permeates the
environment and intellectual snobbery. I love that
they care about exploration more than protecting 10
year grant funding or subscribing to a closed minded
paradigm.
During my time in the clinical world, I always
found it interesting that our treatments, including
some of those considered novel or cutting edge,
often had explicit roots in more natural, traditional
and ancient practices. From faecal transplants first
used by the Egyptians, to the benefits of turmeric
in cancer treatment, aspirin from willow bark, using
ginger syrup to treat
nausea in
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chemotherapy, even the development of
some modern day antibiotics all owe a
debt to traditional medicine. In the race
towards technological advancement,
Modern medicine has ostracised its
origins and lost the value from a lot of what
we have stripped away. It’s a consistent
theme that plays out in so many aspects of
our lives today.
I’m not arguing for one side over another, or
even recommending any practices in particular, as
I think everyone finds their way towards whatever
works for them. Health should be, above all, centred
on the individual. Solutions are not often found in the
extremes of either side. They usually lie somewhere
in the middle of all the discourse, in the agreeable
cross over and creative compromise.
I have so much respect for mainstream
practitioners of all levels and roles. It takes guts of
steel to be able to witness and handle responsibility
for some of the cases that they are faced with
on a daily basis high self-esteem is essential to
persist through a sometimes toxic hierarchy and an
unwavering sense of vocation is needed to navigate
through a nonsensical level of bureaucracy. If I
was hit by a bus tomorrow, it is without a doubt
the mainstream door that I’d be knocking on. I do,
however, think that it’s a great shame that these
people are the ones who are let down the most, by
a system that increasingly does not give them the
respect or time, to take what they do to the level that
they could, and enhance their own lives in doing so.
After an emotional rollercoaster, I dropped out
of medicine in my final year - a painful move that
eventually helped me to fill in the remaining half of
my world view and begin to feel more whole again.
Leaving a pre-determined path to follow my intuition
and prioritise the evolution of my own sense of
health and wellbeing was most certainly not an easy
route or choice. There is often a level of guilt that
accompanies leaving a profession like medicine
behind, and a part of me frequently felt like I
had failed the clinical world, mostly because
it had hurt and then failed to help me
myself.
The healing benefits of alternative
practices are hugely important in
tackling our growing mental health
crisis. Prozac is an anti-depressant
that has become one of the world’s
most over-prescribed drugs increasingly, doled out to children
at shockingly young ages. Recent
studies now reveal that this comes
with a whole host of withdrawal
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side effects,
not limited to a down
regulation of the individuals own receptors with
long term use. In some cases, this can prolong the
low when medication is stopped, incentivising such
people to make a return trip to the doctor’s office
and begin the whole cultural, coldly clinical and
circular process all over again.
From my own experience: time is the best healer
because nothing in life is permanent. Travel is a
good healer because it confronts you with a new
perspective. Being comfortable with your own
company is a good healer, because introspection
is the path to wisdom. Re-connecting with Mother
Nature is a good healer. Consistent meditation
is a healer and an awakening process, showing
yourself love and value through diet and exercise,
authentic connection and a focus on the individual
not just the masses. Aromatherapy is a healer mindfully noticing the detail and feeling the uplifting
benefits in something as simple as a scent. So
many ancient Eastern remedies and practices,
gentle herbs and tinctures, the legalisation of hemp,
spiritual involvement (even just a good book or
workbook) for the soul and to re-establish a healthy
sense of faith - the understanding that what we
see is clearly not all there is to know about life…
all these can heal. You will not find any of these
things at the doctor’s office. To clinically cure is one
element, but to holistically heal is more important
now, than ever. n

i

NIA is a model and founder
of Yugenial, a wellness brand

launching in 2019. Find out more about
Nia at

www.niaelindavies.com
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Technique

Discover
TECHNIQUE

ARVIGO

Victoria Kearns introduces Arvigo, a truly holistic
therapy, derived from traditional Central American
healing, which combines massage, herbal medicines,

M

nutrition and lifestyle advice…
Y journey in holistic therapy
began when I trained to become
a Western Medical Herbalist, a
therapy that combines the use of
plant-based medicines with dietary and lifestyle
advice. My weekly schedule quickly became
full of women and some men looking for natural
self-help for digestive disturbances, chronic pelvic
pain and fertility challenges. While herbs and
nutrition really helped with these conditions I
also wanted to support my clients with a handson therapy and one that helped them to connect
with their bodies. This is when I discovered the
Arvigo® techniques of Maya abdominal therapy
(ATMAT).
Arvigo® therapy is a beautiful, truly holistic
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therapy that combines a number of massage
techniques with herbal medicines, nutrition
and lifestyle guidance. Not all UK Arvigo®
practitioners are trained in herbal medicine
and nutrition, but many have other skills that
complement the Arvigo® techniques such as
acupuncture or craniosacral training.
In this sense it is far more than just a good
massage. Essential to the therapy is teaching
the client how to massage themselves and to
empower them to take the healing process into
their own hands. The massage techniques focus
on increasing five fundamental flows within
the body, and particularly to the pelvic organs bladder, reproductive organs and colon and the
digestive organs - stomach, liver, small intestine

and colon. These five flows are - blood flow (in
and out), lymphatic flow, nervous flow and the
flow of energy. They do this by working with
the ligaments that support and align the organs
enabling the free flow of essential blood supply
and nutrients, lymphatic clearance and nervous
innervation.
The Arvigo® techniques were brought
together by a truly inspirational woman called
Rosita Arvigo. Rosita was medically trained
as a naprapath -someone who specialises in
ligaments - in the US and then went to work
with communities in Central America who didn’t
have access to modern medicine. There she
learnt further from the techniques of traditional
midwives and from the last great Shaman of
Central America, Don Elijio Panti, with whom
she apprenticed for ten years. She brought all her
learning together to form the Arvigo® techniques
of Maya Abdominal Therapy.
The east and west coast states of the US are
full of Arvigo® therapists and consequently the
therapy is well known there. Hilary Lewin was
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explain to the client where they are going to be
massaging them. Some of the techniques involve
the coccyx (tail bone) and deep structures within
the pelvis and it is important that the client is
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the massage could stimulate the immune system
within the gut and increase their viral load.
I work with four main groups of clients: women
and men with digestive disturbance such as
constipation, pain, bloating, or IBS; women with
pelvic pain and irregular menstruation relating
to inflammation, lack of circulation, hormone
imbalance or an underlying pathology such as
endometriosis, fibroids or hydrosalpinx; women
with painful intercourse and other psychosexual
issues; and women and men with fertility
challenges.

Hilary Lewin was the first
UK therapist to train with
Rosita in the early 2000s. She
brought the teachings back
to England and a community
of practitioners began to
flourish here.

the first UK therapist to train with Rosita in the
early 2000s. She brought the teachings back
to England and a community of practitioners
began to flourish here. UK Arvigo® practitioners
are mostly clustered in the south of England but
more and more practitioners are training all the
time, building a community further north, to the
west of England and in Ireland.
An initial Arvigo® consultation will include
taking a complete case history from the client.
This will cover the presenting condition and what
makes it better or worse. This is followed by a
background history that includes details of diet,
stressors, past medical history, family health
history and so on. After this the practitioner will
explain to the client how Arvigo® works, often
showing pictures of the pelvic or abdominal
organs or nervous system and the ligaments that
support them, so that the client can understand
how the therapy can benefit their particular
health issue. The Arvigo® practitioner will also
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comfortable with this before the
massage begins.
The massage itself, takes
about 50 minutes to an hour
depending on the client’s needs
and begins on the abdomen
and then moves to the hips,
sacrum and coccyx. Most
of the work is gentle, relaxing and therapeutic
but there are some deeper techniques that
may be a little uncomfortable but the Arvigo®
practitioner will always check in with the client
so there are no surprises. After the massage the
Arvigo® practitioner will talk the client through
any structural issues that could be contributing
to their health condition and then they will
show them how to regularly massage their own
abdomen to support their internal structures.
The Arvigo® techniques are particularly useful
for any condition relating to the digestive and
pelvic organs, of both men and women, where
sub-optimal blood supply, clearance or nervous
innervation could be causing or contributing to
their condition. Arvigo® is contraindicated if
women have a coil fitted. Caution should also
be taken with clients who have recently had
abdominal surgery and clients who have HIV if
they are not taking anti-retroviral medication as

Arvigo® is special because it is about
empowering people to take their health into their
own hands and to connect with their bodies. We
focus so much on how our tummies look that we
don’t give enough attention to how they actually
work. Every patient who leaves my care knows
where to find their uterus, liver, small and large
intestine and how to innervate their vagus nerve.
A number of the techniques used are also unique
to Arvigo®, in particular around the sacrum and
coccyx, as they come from ancient knowledge
passed down by generations of Central American
traditional midwives and Shamans.
Most Arvigo® practitioners charge from £100
- £140 for a first consultation and from £60 £90 for a one hour follow up. The discrepancy in
price generally relates to location, central London
practitioners charging more to reflect higher room
rentals.
To find an Arvigo® practitioner or to find out more
about training to become an Arvigo® therapist
please visit

i

www.arvigotherapy.com. n

To find out more about Victoria
please visit

www.arvigolondon.

co.uk
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Balance

Getting the

Balance
Jane Sheehan shares
how she balances her life
and work…

L

RIGHT

ATELY, I’ve found that being the

Unlike in the gym, I probably exercise harder yet

UK’s leading foot reader and a

really look forward to going. I probably sweat

hectic schedule of activities around

more on the dance floor than I ever would at

the launch of my French translated

a gym. “If I’m going to take off my uniform, I

the workshop is over, I find myself with whole
evenings on my own in hotel rooms. I taught
myself to sew and now make circle skirts to wear
at jive. It’s more fun making your own. No-one
else can turn up in the same outfit and it means
my evenings away are more fun and productive.
This year I decided to change my business to
suit me. I’ve stopped working evenings so that
I can dance five times a week. I’ve cut my
workshops down to one a month to free up time
so that I can learn other therapies and have just
completed my Emmett Technique module 6.
When you start out, you feel you have to fit your
life around your clients.

I’ve stopped working
evenings so that I can
dance five times a week.

book, “Lisons nos pieds”, means tons of travel

want to make up for it with some bling”. It’s a

and lots of emails and admin. Long drives,

Learning something new has put a new spark in

phrase to live by and my dancing allows me that

flights and doing therapies mean rather a

my existing therapies and renewed my lust for

opportunity! A huge advantage is that I know I

sedentary life style. It felt like I was flying in the

helping others. Life is supposed to be all about

can find a jive class or freestyle anywhere in the

face of the great advice we all give our clients on

change. To keep the lust for life and what you

country and the jive community is so friendly that

a daily basis about healthy living. We should

are doing, you’ve got to go out there and seek

I can turn up on my own and still get a dance.

walk our talk. So, I thought I’d share with you

new experiences so that you can bring them

The euphoria created by the exercise (and don’t

how I try to keep a work/life balance.

back to the treatment room and inspire your

forget the flirting) that is jive is a complete

clients. I’ve just completed a stand-up comedy

antidote to listening to people’s problems all day.

course and you can be sure I’ll be using it at

You come back vital and re-energised.

my next conference. Fun for me and fun for the

I don’t know about you, but the thought of going
to the gym fills me with boredom even before I

audience.

get there, so I decided to take up jive dancing.

I take my sewing machine with me when I

It raises the heart rate and is good for the brain.

travel. When the conference lights go down or

The thing that leads my thrust into the future is
my curiosity. Curiosity is the highest state for
change. I’m joining forces with Kerry Hale to
introduce a new workshop “Coaching for foot
readers” which takes place in Tunbridge Wells
in March. I’ll be sure to pack my dancing shoes
too. n

i

JANE SHEEHAN is author of
“Let’s Read Our Feet”, “Lisons

nos pieds”, “The Foot Reading Coach”
and “Sole Trader: The Holistic Therapy
Business Handbook”. Find out more
about her workshops at.

www.

footreading.com.
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WINTER
SUBSCRIPTION
OFFER
Holistic Therapist Magazine is collectable, and will guide you
in business, as well as provide you with stories and features
especially for you and your health… so to guarantee your copy
delivered to your door each quarter, simply subscribe using the
easy payment method on:

Enjoy a yearly subscription to our
magazine for just £24!
4 iss
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just s for
(plus £ 24 !
yo

copy
ur fre
e
o
new f our bra
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)

+ a copy of our brand
new magazine!...
available to all new subscribers...

Holistic Health Magazine will blend the latest health research with great
advice, entertaining and informative features, personal stories, interviews with
leading therapists, introductions to different holistic therapies, home remedies,
recipes, exercises and the best products and services for a healthier lifestyles.

holistictherapistmagazine.com/subscribe
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Top form

HOW TO KEEP
ON TOP OF YOUR GAME

E

Jade Saffer shares her thoughts on peak
performance for holistic therapists…

VERYONE has a dream or goal in
life which they want to fulfil, and
this is completely subjective. These
dreams can be about anything
from starting a family, to creating a blossoming
business. Some of us hold onto these dreams
as we grow, and our passion and motivation
for this will help us to see it become a reality,
while others can lose grip on their goals when
challenged. Keeping focus on the thing that
drives us, that gives us the feeling of being
the best version of ourselves is a hard feat to
achieve as it tests the most primitive parts
of us. I will explore in this article the things I
consider to be helpful in keeping on top of our
game in both our personal and professional
lives.

Look after your health
To be on top of your game in any respect,
emphasis needs to be placed on physical, mental

and emotional health, as these things can directly
impact our chances of success As a holistic
therapist, I value things like sleep, diet, exercise

we are to achieve this vision. Be as specific as
possible, set yourself goals, review your progress
intermittently, have a short and long-term plan.
All these aspects are crucial in keeping us at the
top of our game.

Get out of your comfort zone

and social life to be as important to work on as

It’s easy for us to settle for a version of ourselves

your professional self. Self-care is the best way to

that we are comfortable with, and for many of

become the best version of yourself. Remember

us that is enough. As I said at the beginning of

to take time to recognise and do the things that

this article, our dreams and goals are subjective,

make you happy in life, your goals will seem

and so is our own definition of success both

much more attainable when in the right frame of

personally and professionally. Whatever success

mind.

means to you, challenging ourselves; getting out

Be specific about your goals
Firstly, establish why you have your dream in
the first place, the answer will be instrumental
in keeping you focused and motivated should
things start to stray. This process also allows
you to have a greater self-awareness of yourself.
What do you really want in life? And why do you
want it? A vision can then be formed of your best
self, and from there, we create a plan of how

of our comfort zone is an important part to play
in being your best you. Every experience we
have, good or bad, is an opportunity for mental,
emotional and spiritual growth and develops who
we become. I have found that the people I know
to be at the top of their game as it were, are the
ones who have a desire to test themselves, selfenquire and want a deeper understanding of who
they are. This understanding can help shape our
self-belief which is inevitably what gets us where
we want to be in life. I believe a combination of
setting intentions, self-care and self-awareness
can help keep us at the top of our game both
personally and professionally.

i

JADE SAFFER is a Holistic
Teen Coach, providing individual

mentoring and therapy for those aged
11-25 in addition to parental support
and school workshops. Jade can be
contacted via her website

www.

theholisticteencoach.com email jade@
theholisticteencoach.com or call 07596
822957.
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MEET THE FHT AWARD WINNERS

T

The Federation of Holistic Therapists conference also celebrated the
achievements of some truly inspirational therapists…

HE 2018 FHT Conference at the end
of November 2018 brought together
leading experts in research, education
and health and social care, to share
successful models of integrated health care.
Major presentation themes included evidencebased research, NHS integration with holistic
therapies and the emerging model of social
prescribing. Professor Nicola Robinson discussed
key issues surrounding the collection and use
of evidence base for therapies, while Dr Julie
McCullough highlighted the positive findings of a trial
that looked at antenatal reflexology in pregnancyrelated low back and/or pelvic girdle pain.
Sir Sam Everington captivated the audience
with an insight into Bromley-by-Bow Centre’s
transformative health care practice, which uses
community-based integrated services and referrals in
one of the most diverse and economically deprived
areas in London. Dr Michael Dixon discussed the
Culm Valley Integrated Centre for Health in Devon
and the potential for therapists to get involved in
social prescribing and personal health budgets.
Both GPs said it is important for holistic therapists
to ‘win over the hearts’ of medical professionals and
although this can take time, it is important to persist.
Talks by Anita Mehrez, MFHT, a member of
the complementary health and wellbeing team at
The Christie NHS Foundation Trust, and Jennifer
Young, MFHT, founder of Beauty Despite Cancer,
offered delegates an insight into how therapies have
been successfully integrated into the NHS, working
alongside conventional medical care to support those
impacted by cancer.
The day’s programme ended with the
presentation of the 2018 FHT Excellence Awards,
which serve to recognise those raising the bar in
therapy training and practice.

service within an NHS palliative care unit.

FHT Tutor of the Year

Highly Commended: Kelly De Souza, Marc
Johnson, Julie McCullough

Winner: Gwyn Featonby: For her work in
developing the first NHS-approved therapy
training school and a unique NHS Certificate in
Complementary Therapies.

Finalists: Robert Sylvester Coleman, Julie
Crossman, Jackie Grimley, Nicolle Mitchell

Sports Therapist of the Year
Winner: Nefeli Tsiouti: For her work in helping to
improve health and reduce injuries in dancers,
professional artists and other movers.
Finalists: Sheree Phelps, Sophie Vowden

FHT Local Support Group Coordinator or the
Year
Winner: Alison Brown: For sharing the content
of her FHT Local Support Group meetings via a
number of online platforms for therapists unable
to attend in person.
Finalists: Kim Newman-Clark

FHT Student of the Year
Winner: Brian Jauncey: For his inspirational
story of retraining as a complementary therapist
following his first-hand experience of using
therapies for a back injury.

Highly Commended: Dawn Morse
Finalists: Maureen Bonner, Sharon Mountford,
Jane Sheehan
The FHT Excellence Awards were first launched
in 2011 to showcase the enterprising and
innovative work being carried out by qualified
complementary, beauty and sports therapists, as
well as those setting the bar in education.
The 2018 FHT Excellence Awards were sponsored
by: McTimoney College of Chiropractic, Physique,
Base Formula, Fit Pit, PJS, Weleda; and supported
by the College of Medicine and UK Health Radio.

i

Visit fht.org.uk/blog and enter
‘awards’ in the search box to see

a short highlights video of the conference
and awards presentation, plus a FHT
Excellence Awards Winners Guide.

Finalists: Teresa Elliott

2018 FHT EXCELLENCE AWARD
WINNERS
Complementary Therapist of the Year
Winner: Jane Sheehan: For developing a new
delivery model for a complementary therapy
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Is Tinnitus ruining your life?
We are a dedicated
team of therapists, who
successfully treat a
range of conditions
including back pain,
tinnitus, cancer and
depression.
We can offer an
immediate telephone
consultation to assess
your needs and
recommend a
course of
treatment.

Find out more about our treatments at http://www.albright-centre.com
or call 0208 452 8942 / 07866 499 179 for a free phone consultation

JOURNEYS:
Louis
Journeys
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JOURNEYS:

Vanrenen
I

I am a big fan of
spending quality
time in a walking
meditation on the
earth, a simple
technique I teach
my patients.
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started to study acupuncture in 1979 when it
was a new field in America. It’s come a long way
in under forty years, it is even recommended
by the Harvard Medical School newsletter! At
that time, I had become interested in Asian healing
arts like yoga and tai chi. After experiencing an injury,
I visited an acupuncturist in Boulder, Colorado. I have
never forgotten those first sessions. I became relaxed
and at ease during the treatment and developed a
friendship with the acupuncturist. In time, I decided
to study acupuncture, a decision that surprised many
people as it was virtually unknown in Colorado
and other states. Today, there are many
acupuncturists in Boulder, in fact,
there are practitioners across the
whole country. Things have really
changed!
Currently, I work at a
lovely office south of Boston,
Massachusetts. I have loyal
clients that I have known
for years, and, of course,
new ones every week. I
give an hour treatment using
herbal oils, acupressure, and
other relaxing techniques.
My favourite is the wellness
treatment, a whole body tune-up
that people love. I also treat much
pain and stress, particularly back and
neck problems. I have been in a spiritual study
group for forty years now, and greatly value my daily
meditation practice which, undoubtedly, has made me
a better acupuncturist and healer.
I teach chi kung, energy work, and meditation. I
introduce the idea of quieting the mind and grounding
the body on mother earth to all my patients. It’s a very
good practice for stressed modern people. I am a big

Louis Vanrenen was one of the
first licensed acupuncturists in
New England, but he’s always
been inspired by his parents
and Eastern philosophy…
fan of spending quality time in a walking meditation
on the earth, a simple technique I teach my patients. I
have become convinced, after many years of experience
that most diseases come from some kind of stress
and tension. So many are preventable through simple
healing practices, meditation, prayer and good nutrition.
Unfortunately, most doctors do not teach this.
My parents introduced me to spiritual practices
like meditation. They had lived in many places, and
experienced everything that life has to offer; both
happiness and suffering. In the end, they turned
to spiritual practice, following the methods of G.
I. Gurdjieff, a man way ahead of his time. They
practiced self-awareness techniques, self-observation
and meditation long before they became popular in
Western countries. My parents also supported me in
all my studies, my pioneering instincts to study holistic
medicine, and allowed me to follow my own way.
My parents were such an influence that I have
written a book that honours their life, called Wally
and Zizza’s Amazing Journey. Few people have the
opportunity to honour their parents’ lives in this way
and so many of us lose our family stories.
My daughter just had a baby, so my next project
is my most ambitious to date. I plan to explore the
miracle of birth and the adventure of growing into a little
human being. In the course of this book, I will explore
the foundations of holistic healing practice, and how
the body, feelings, and mind can be used to optimise
health.
At this time in my life, I appreciate how precious life
is, how miraculous the body is, and how each of us
needs to explore the wonder each day. Gratitude for this
life, body and family is the heart of my daily life! n

i

Louis’s book is available from
www.troubador.co.uk.
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Massage News

Massage NEWS
If you keep tabs on the world of massage, you’ll realise that most stories concern
prostitution, people trafficking and sexual assault. Such stories give professional
bodyworkers a bad reputation, so it’s important to spread some of the positive stories too…

THAILAND TO
DECLARE THAI
MASSAGE TO BE
WORLD CULTURAL
HERITAGE
Thai massage has a long history, with the
founder being regarded as the Buddha’s
own physician. It combines acupressure,
assisted yoga postures and draws on
Ayurvedic principles. However, the
traditional techniques are increasingly
under threat from spas and massage
shops in the country which are regarded
as a front for prostitution. Fewer than half
of Thailand’s spas and massage shops
are registered with the Thai Ministry of
Public Health and there are under 1000
registered traditional clinics.
Now, the authorities in Bangkok are
determined to stop Thai massage shops
being associated with prostitution. They
plan to have traditional Thai massage
declared an example of World Cultural
Heritage. It can take several years for an
application for UNESCO Intangible Cultural
Heritage Listing to be accepted.

DONCASTER
ALCOHOL SERVICES
RELAUNCHES WITH
YOGA AND MASSAGE
TREATMENTS
Following the ending of a subcontract
for service provision to those affected by
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alcohol, the Doncaster-based charity has
a raft of new services planned for 2019.
According to the Doncaster Free Press,
the charity is set for a relaunch this winter,
which will it expand its helping role to
supporting other vulnerable sections of the
community. A new social drop in centre is
planned which will offer yoga classes, and
other holistic therapies including Indian
Head Massage and reflexology and past
life regression hypnotherapy.
Doncaster has one of the highest
rates of alcohol and substance abuse
in England. The centre will be open to
those with alcohol or addiction issues, as
well as those of all ages, who are lonely,
marginalised or vulnerable.
The charity would welcome enquiries
from volunteers. Anyone interested should
email info@doncasteralcohol.co.uk or ring
01302 360090.

MASSAGE ENVY
LAUNCHES NEW
CAMPAIGN
The US massage giant is seeking to regain
credibility and consumer trust following
some 200 accusations from customers
who claimed to have been sexually
assaulted at its facilities. The chain is
publicising improved safety measures,
supported by a new media campaign
designed to tackle the perception that
massages are a luxury only for the affluent.
It will be targeted particularly at millennials
and baby boomers. The chain is spending
between $20-25 million on the campaign.
Massage Envy’s Chief Marketing Officer

explained, “Our objective is to normalise
massage. We’re making massage as
normal and routine as working out, getting
a good night’s sleep, flossing your teeth or
eating the right foods.”
Should the campaign prove successful,
it could make massage part of a normal
health routine and benefit the entire
industry.

BRITISH COLUMBIA:
INVESTIGATION INTO
TAX-PAYER FUNDED
MASSAGE BENEFITS
FOR NURSES
The Nurses Union in British Columbia
is investigating how a nurse and her
family managed to clock up $174,000 in
massage therapy benefits over the course
of a year through the taxpayer-funded
extended benefits plan. This equates to
1.8 massages per day.
Unlike most other public healthcare
schemes, there is no limit on the number
of massages they and their family
members can get each year and there are
no co-pays; massages are 100 per cent
employer paid at rates up to $110 per
hour.
While 80% of the union’s members
used less than $1000 on such
benefits, the remainder used up 82%
of all expenditure on massage therapy.
Nationally, public health care employers
spent $31 million in nurses’ massage
therapy costs in 2017, a 900% increase
from 2008.
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Health Cupping

CUPPING THERAPY

FOR

Bodyworkers
Ilkay Zihni Chirali, acupuncture and cupping

pregnancy, cupping the abdomen should be avoided.

practitioner, introduces this fascinating technique,

How does it work?

I

which could add to your client base…
grew up with cupping. In Cyprus, my
grandmother and her mother were both
renowned midwives and herbalists. My
grandmother would use cupping to treat colds,
fever, any form of pain, infertility, period problems
and digestive issues. Later, I studied Chinese
medicine with Professor Wong Lun and Master
Daniel Wong before opening my first acupuncture
clinic in Melbourne, Australia, then moving to my
present practice in Kent. I now teach cupping
therapy workshops all around the globe.
My first textbook Traditional Chinese Medicine
Cupping Therapy has been translated into five
languages, and has become the standard textbook
for anyone interested in the history or practical uses
of cupping therapy. However, I believe that all types
of bodyworkers and holistic therapists can benefit
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from the growing demand for cupping therapy, with
appropriate training.

What is Cupping Therapy?
Cupping therapy has been around for several
thousand years. Ancient Egyptians, Greeks, Ottoman
Turks, Chinese, Buddhist and Thai medicine, Jewish
and Islamic traditional practitioners all used and still
use cupping therapy in their own traditional ways.
Almost all Chinese medicine clinics practice cupping
application. Lately, cupping therapy has become
quite popular, especially amongst athletes, beauty
therapists and massage therapists.
Cupping therapy is generally very safe and has no
side effects. Cupping therapy is contra-indicated for
people with any form of blood disease or condition
and people suffering from exhaustion. During

Cupping works through the power of suction, which
is created either by introducing a flame into the cup,
or by manually extracting the air from the cup. This
has a direct effect on the skin, the sensory organs,
blood and fluid circulation. Cupping therapy must
be performed by a fully trained cupping therapist. It
can be used on its own or during an acupuncture,
massage or physiotherapy session. I run regular
cupping workshops in London, which are designed
for health practitioners and students and most
acupuncture schools in the UK organise CPD
cupping courses, so there is a wide range of handson training available.
Cupping promotes blood and lymphatic circulation
and helps with the elimination of toxins through the
skin. In sports medicine, cupping therapy benefits
tired muscle tissue, improves the elasticity and
quickens the recovery period by way of delivering
oxygen-rich blood to the affected part of the body. It
is popular with elite athletes.
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Health Cupping

Under normal circumstances, the patient should not
experience any pain at all, but rather a mild, medium
or a strong pulling sensation depending on the type
of treatment method the practitioner is employing.

BUSINESS

darker, bruise-like cupping marks, depending on the
age, skin type, duration and the cupping method
used. Usually, the mild cupping marks fade away
in a day or two, but the darker, bruise-like cupping
marks can last up to two weeks without any lasting
damage. Cupping marks may last longer on people
taking anticoagulant medication.

Hot and cold, wet and dry cupping
techniques

Post-treatment, most patients report
a sense of warmth, relaxation and
uplift. Feeling light-headed is also
quite common. This is due to an
increased blood flow to the brain.

What happens during a
cupping session?
In cosmetic cupping application, the fibroblast
cells are tricked into repair mode, thus increasing
the production of collagen and elastin, the skin’s
repairing and healing proteins, giving the skin
surface fuller, softer lines with a fresher, healthier
and youthful look. Cupping therapy also helps to
get rid of cellulite bumps under the skin, resulting
in smoother skin surface. Each body massage
or manipulation method has its own signature
technique. All massage techniques are designed to
encourage lymphatic drainage, blood circulation,
undo muscular tension and bring a sense of wellbeing and relaxation to the recipient.
With cupping therapy, however, the unique
feeling is one of a “pulling sensation” on the skin
surface, where the cup is actually engaged. During
a cupping session, healthy skin is expected to react
by becoming warm and turning slightly pinkish-red
colour. If the colour of the skin remains the same,
this could be an indication of poor blood circulation
or a cold pattern present at the treatment location.
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Firstly, the clothing is removed
from the treatment location and
the skin is lubricated with massage oil to improve
the suction seal. Depending on the patient, anything
from a single cup to up to 15 cups might be used
in a single session. There are 12 cupping methods,
with the choice being determined by the patient’s
age and the complaint. For instance, a frozen
shoulder syndrome can be treated with a single cup,
a knee complaint with three cups, and a muscular
tension with fifteen cups. Fewer cups are used when
treating the elderly and children and more when
treating the young and strong individuals. Once
the cup is applied on the skin, it remains in a static
position or moved around for several minutes. The
cupping duration is gently increased by each session,
beginning from 5 minutes initially and increasing to
up to 20 minutes in later stages.
Cupping marks are quite normal and to be
expected. As the flesh is sucked into the cup, the
local blood and the lymphatic circulation in the
capillaries also increases, resulting in pinkish or

In order to achieve suction, if any form of heat or
flame is employed the cupping technique is termed
fire-cupping. All other non-flame methods are coldcupping. Both cupping methods are equally effective.
The application type very much depends on the
patient’s condition. On most healthy individuals,
both methods can be applied to a maximum effect.
However, if a patient appears to be suffering from
any form of cold patterns, such as generally feeling
cold, common cold, trembling or feeling cold when
palpated, hot-cupping is usually preferred over the
cold application. Equally, if an obvious inflammation
is present at the treatment location, then the coldcupping method will be the more appropriate choice.
Dry cupping is the most popular cupping method
around the globe. Cups made from bamboo, glass,
rubber or silicon are used. With dry-cupping, suction
is achieved by either introducing a flame into the cup
or by extracting the air from the cup by mechanical
means. Most conditions, such as musculoskeletal
complaints, cosmetic treatments, sports injuries, skin
complaints, gastrointestinal complaints, pulmonary
disorders and general well-being, can all be treated
with dry cupping.
Wet or bleeding cupping technique is most
probably is the oldest known cupping technique
of all. Historically, it was used to purge the body
of “poisonous”, “unwanted” or “foul matter”. Now
bleeding cupping is mostly used to treat conditions
which are accompanied by heat, such as eczema,
psoriasis or blood stagnation as a result of a sport
injury. Also, in traditional Islamic medicine, bleeding
cupping called Hejama is often practiced.

i

ILKAY ZIHNI CHIRALI MBAcC,
RCHM can be contacted on

0208 306 6736 or at Ilkayzchirali@
aol.com. You can find Ilkay’s books on
Amazon or they can be ordered through
good book sellers. His latest book,
Cupping Therapy for Bodyworkers is also
available from

www.singingdragon.com.
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Booking Software

Would you benefit

FROM BOOK KEEPING SOFTWARE?
The right booking software can help you grow your
business and save you time and energy. Daniel
Ruscigno of ClinicSense advises on what to look for…

R

UNNING a business is often

Booking online has become the norm, whether

stressful, not least because we

that’s booking a flight, hotel, restaurant

spend our time doing the things

reservation, or therapy appointment. When

we have to do, rather than the

potential customers are searching online for

things we want to do. Sometimes it feels like

practitioners in their area, the option to book

we spend more time on admin and paperwork

online is an obvious choice. Many people

than providing treatments for our clients.

will move to the next search result if online
booking is not available.

Even if you’re a sole trader, booking software
can help your holistic business become more
professional and efficient. Customers, and
particularly younger clients, appreciate being

So what should you look for
before investing in booking
software?

able to go to a website and view a therapist’s

use and expensive. Look for a software package
where the people behind it understand the
industry and have real experience working with
therapists. That way, you’ll have software that
works with your needs rather than having to
change the way you work in order to fit with the
software.
A program like ClinicSense focuses on the
specific needs of therapists, especially when it
comes to treatment notes and consultation forms.
We also prioritise ease of use and are priced at a
level that makes sense for small businesses.
Ease of use should be paramount. Many
programs, including ClinicSense, offer a free trial.
I generally recommend using that free trial to see
if the programme really is easy to use and stay
away from options that are looking to get you to
buy without trying first.

availability rather than playing telephone

The first thing is to have a look around the

tag. It’s also more efficient for the therapist

market and see what’s out there. Many systems

You’ll want to make sure that your practice

who is unable to answer the phone while in

are designed for large companies or multi-site

management software can support your business

treatment. Online booking removes worry

operations. This means they may have a lot of

and the many variables that come with it. This

about missed calls and taking the time to

unnecessary and overly-complicated features for

means that you should look for a programme

return voicemails.

a smaller business, making them very hard to

where you can add as many services you like,
many service durations, as well as setup your
hours, and rules like a cancellation policy. You
may also want to look for programmes that allow
for customisation of your consultation form so
that you’re capturing all of the information you
need before seeing a client.
Building in breaks or blocking off time for admin
or marketing should come standard with most
programmes. You should be able to schedule
regular breaks like lunch or time to re-ground
yourself between clients, or book time off
for appointments. A programme specifically
designed for holistic therapists should allow you
to specify how much time you need between
appointments so you have time to check out your
client and prepare your treatment area before the
next client arrives.
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Work with your social media
Taking time to get the word out about your
business is really important for sustaining your
business over the long term. Look for booking
software that allows you to create promo codes
to share across social media and integrated
email campaigns so you can email all of
your customers to let them know about your
promotion. This can be a good way of filling up
gaps in your schedule at short notice.

Features that benefit your
business
ClinicSense has several other
features that might be useful
in any booking package.
ClinicSense allows you to send

helpful around tax time and can tell you how

an email to your clients on

much revenue you generated in the past year

their birthday. Many of our

and how much VAT you collected. Reports

customers choose to include a

can help you to gain general insights into the

special offer in those emails.

business, such as, which services generate the
most revenue and how many cancellations or

You might also want a recall

no-shows you had.

service as part of your
software package. This will
automatically detect if a client has not
rebooked with the therapist and sends them
an email prompting them to book again. The
most common reason a client doesn’t rebook is
because they simply forgot or didn’t think about
it. With prevention being a key aspect of many
holistic health clinics, it often just takes a simple
reminder to get clients booking again.
Block booking and repeat booking capabilities
should also be on your wish list of features.
You should be able to book several months of
appointments in one shot by choosing to repeat

What sort of costs are involved?
you’ll simply give up and go back to your diary.
This is why a free trial is great - it provides
ultimate transparency to therapists to see if the
software is a good fit for them.

Support is essential as it
can help solve any issues
quickly and get you back up
and running without loss of
income.

ClinicSense offers three subscription plans
starting at £25/month. The advantage of the
subscription based approach is there are no large
upfront costs and the account is automatically
updated with new features and upgrades rather
than having to buy a new version of the software.
Clinic management software is an investment
rather than an expense. First, it’s an investment
in you; one that will reduce your stress and save
you hours from paperwork. Secondly, it’s an
investment in your business. When a software
package can help prevent one no-show or attract

that appointment at regular intervals. It should

Three more things worth looking for are useful

also be simple to reschedule appointments

one new client, it will more than pay for itself,

reporting facilities, appropriate security and a

without any fuss. A good system will allow

delivering a positive return on investment.

good IT support service. Support is essential as

clients to reschedule their bookings online

it can help solve any issues quickly and get you

or to cancel if they give you enough notice.

back up and running without loss of income.

Scheduling flexibility is a key feature of any good

With new legislation in Data Protection, you

booking software.

should ensure that whichever booking software

i

If you’d like to find out more
about booking software, contact

package you select complies with government

Daniel at daniel@clinicsense.com or

You should also look for a system that offers a

privacy regulations, such as data encryption,

simple, attractive and easy to use interface. If it

visit

right to forgotten, and clear audit trails. When

is complicated and awkward to use in practice,

it comes to reporting, look for a system that is

holistictherapistmagazine.com
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Brexit

PREPARING FOR BREXIT
More than two years ago we wrote a blog where were asked what Brexit meant for holistic
therapists. As we are compiling this article, the government has just cancelled a vote on the
Brexit deal. Two years on and the situation isn’t much clearer, so we asked what some of
the industry’s best known businesses are doing to make sure their business doesn’t suffer…
Weleda’s Jayn Sterland advises
planning ahead and managing your
stocks…
Jayn Sterland, Managing Director of
Weleda UK, believes that it makes sense to
stock up ahead of time. She commented,

run your practice for at least six months

to the UK. It may be that we’ll have to

after the 29th of March 2019.

withdraw our products from the UK market.

“We’re also seeing a loss of consumer

We expect that the UK will become a less

confidence and reduced spending which

attractive market for us, and many other

will affect turnover, so we would encourage

businesses, because of expected costs

you to build resilience into your business”.

and complexity around custom clearance
and export documentation and possibly

“Despite the current political posturing,
we remain hopeful of a smooth Brexit
transition. However, while we hope for the
best, we are planning for the worst outcome
– a cliff edge hard Brexit. To this end,
we’re ensuring we have enough medicines
and skin care stock to keep up going till
September 2019.
“As independent practitioners,
we’d encourage holistic
therapists to adopt a
similar strategy with
buying in all the
materials you need to
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Peter van Hogerhuis is CEO of Dutch
supplement specialists Springfield
Nutraceuticals. He explains how the
uncertainty over Brexit is affecting his
UK business…

differences in regulations. This will,
potentially, make our supplements more
expensive.
I think that after Brexit, it may be that
innovations from the EU-countries will
reach the UK later due to differences in

Springfield has had a presence in the
UK for twenty years, but at the
moment, we’re withholding any
business effort until it becomes

regulations and perhaps a hesitance of
EU-companies to export to the UK due to
higher cost.
We want to continue to supply our

clear what we’ll need to do

supplements in the UK, but it has to be

to continue exporting our

an economic decision based on costs and

science driven supplements

future regulations.
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Brexit

Footreader and author Jane Sheehan
suggests you may need to factor in
extra time and costs for your
international business…
Each year, I run a foot
reading workshop in
France and I’ve just
invested in printing

on any changes to the regulations that
may occur between now and then and act
accordingly.

Roddy MacDonald
of Water For Health
is concerned about
consumer confidence…

BUSINESS

growing economies than the EU.
We believe the best option is not
to get caught up in all the hype and
scaremongering, be aware that there will be
a period of turbulence, but appreciate that
ahead we have tremendous opportunities to
explore. We must still encourage clients to
keep investing in their own health.

1000 books in French
for sale to the French
market, so Brexit slightly
worries me. If leaving the
EU means that there will be
more tariffs or paperwork then it will
impact my business. I’m a bit worried about
what it will mean for my French workshops
after we leave the EU. Will there be more
checks, or different taxation, or will I have
more paperwork or visa applications in order
to work in France? I’ve had experience of
leading workshops in Australia, the USA
and UAE and it is a real nuisance having to
apply for visas each time. My advice is that,
if you run workshops or events in Europe,
you should provisionally book your workshop
venues or hotels as you have to say on your
visa application what date you are going and
where you are working, then reconfirm once
the visa has come through. It makes for
double the admin. The uncertainty around
Brexit hasn’t stopped me from arranging my
French workshop in Lyon for next year. I’m
just aware that I need to keep informed

holistictherapistmagazine.com

One of the major issues to
contend with as regards Brexit
is consumer confidence due to
uncertainty. This is probably a bigger
concern than any of the other issues that
pertain to our exiting the EU. As a business
that imports and distributes products the
depreciation of the pound is pushing up
costs. However I believe that this is a
temporary issue that will be at least partially
corrected once an agreement is reached, or
even if no agreement is reached and we exit
the EU without a deal. We import the largest
percentage of our products from outside the
EU so we do not envisage any great change
in that respect. We may reappraise our
imports from EU countries and possibly look
to sourcing products in the UK.
Unfortunately the biggest challenge for
our business and I believe most businesses
is the negative Brexit reporting of the
majority of the media. This distorted picture
fails to highlight the tremendous positive
opportunities that exiting brings us access to
a much larger market of countries with faster

Sarah Cox of Zephorium plans to make
the most of new opportunities…
I believe we should look on the bright side.
Brexit is happening. I think that the EU
had begun to erode our personal freedoms
– for example, we no longer have access
to many US and other websites because
of EU regulation. That’s like China’s state
control of information and restricts our
freedom.
In business, I’m finding a wonderful
response from other countries at the
prospect of us leaving the EU. Potential
stockists say that trading with them will
be easier and I’ve had one distributor tell
me that it will be a relief to trade with the
UK outwith the EU. Even the drop in the
value of the pound has been good for
trade on a global scale. Zephorium is a
British company and although we buy our
oils from abroad, I don’t feel everything is
going to fall apart. The whole world wants
to trade with us and is an opportunity we
should grab with both hands! n
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New life

TAKING
the

LEAP

Ash Moon decided
to trade in her
hectic London life
for a slower pace
in Portugal. Here,
she shares how
she reconnected with herself
by taking life more slowly…

L

IKE an increasing number of people
these days, I’m a bit of a multi-hyphenate
in terms of the way I work and live my
life. Generally everything comes back to
the body and creativity; whether that’s
fitness, dance, health or creative wellbeing. I have worked
as a personal trainer for the past five years in London,
interlacing dance, empowerment projects and film extra
work, though my work as a personal trainer is my main
source of income.
2018 was an intense year for me, with loss, mourning,
and the breakdown of a long term relationship. When
this was all mixed together it formed a pretty unstable
emotional cocktail! London just became too much, too
loud, too busy, too competitive. I was always hurrying,
always striving for the next project, and constantly battling
the hordes of people getting on the tube or walking down
the street. I felt exhausted and depleted.
My work was at odds with my state of mind. I had
always wanted my sessions with clients to be moments
of self focus and of being present in one’s body, but I felt
increasingly unable to connect this to my own life.
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YOU & YOUR HEALTH

I wanted to live in a gentler way, to sink in to a

letting go until change is in sight! So I think all of

richer, and more able to reinvent how my life looks.

slower rhythm of life, at least for a while. I craved

these factors together made moving to Lisbon as

Sometimes you have to leave behind the familiar to

the space to enjoy even seemingly mundane tasks.

a self-employed creative and fitness professional,

be able to make changes.

I wanted to have time around my business to bake

seem more possible.

There is still growth required in my working life.
I want it to evolve, but I feel there is space within

bread, to help my mother dig over her allotment, to

Don’t get me wrong, I was terrified! And there

go running in nature. I cried for moments of being

are countless challenges and obstacles to overcome

myself, so I am enjoying watching it unfold. It is so

able to sit with my wounded heart and gently nurse

and learn from. The most obvious of these is finding

much closer to the vision I held in my mind. I wake

it back to wholeness.

and creating a new client base and what to do

up in the morning and I can smell the river Tejo,

about my existing clients in London. I have been

and the salt coming in from the sea, I have energy

just seeing this in myself. People everywhere

extremely lucky over the years with the people I

to be creative as well as to be physical. I walk to

seemed to be craving a sense of peace, and I

have worked with, so the feeling of letting anyone

the market to buy my vegetables and I don’t hear

believe this is closely linked to the current state of

down by choosing

affairs in our world; the news, politics, Brexit and

to leave was

my mind every five minutes! I

the demands of our online lives. We can’t help but

difficult. It was

feel like the way I exist now is in

compare ourselves with the rose tinted highlights

one of the biggest

tune with my beliefs. This means

of other people’s online profiles. I know this is true

things that made

I’m more capable to provide an

for myself.

me question my

authentic service to those that I

choice.

work with, wherever they are in

When I thought about it, I realised that I wasn’t

I decided I needed to change my life.

the London sirens blasting in to

the world.

I decided to

I have lots of plans for

do this in steps
Portugal has always held a

the future, including talking

special place in my heart from

about slow living and how to

time spent here as a child. Once

incorporate that in to productive

I started thinking about coming

modern day lives. I will continue

back, I couldn’t stop! “Why

connecting with people and

not?” I kept on saying to myself,

platforms both here in Lisbon

“Why not just try it, and see if I

and in the UK, using my voice

can make the leap to Lisbon?”

and knowledge, creatively as
a dancer, fitness professional

Now, I definitely don’t

and as a millennial woman. I

advise dropping everything and
disappearing to another country,

to begin with, to

have plans for a podcast in the pipeline, as well

without any savings or a real

come to Lisbon for a

as writing, performance and community dance

plan, as I suppose I did! I found

month or two, make

projects in Lisbon.

myself less tied down than I had

some connections

been for a while, and suddenly

and feel out laying

in to the unknown is to get those thoughts down

in a position where I only had

a foundation whilst

on paper; write it out, brain storm, explore your

to think about my own future,

remaining in contact

ideas! Talk it out with people that you trust, who

rather than in conjunction with

with my existing

understand you, and ask for help when you need

that of another human being. I

base in the UK. I

it. If I have learnt one thing from this process it is to

wanted to see if it

reach out and make connections with other human

also think there is something to
be said for jumping and trusting at certain points in

would be possible to continue working with some

your life. Trusting that you will land safely, and that

of my clients whilst not necessarily being there

you might just find yourself atop a pile of treasure.

physically. Anything is possible! With the delights

I come from an open minded and alternative

of Skype, I found I was able to give one to one

My advice to anyone that are considering leaping

beings.

i

You can follow Ash’s journey on

family, who always encouraged me to follow what

sessions to my wonderful clients in London from

brings me joy. My parents have always promoted

Lisbon! In my mind this is literally magic! I am also

learning through living, which gave me a strong

able to provide and update training programmes

basis for how I tackle life now. It’s something that

to be completed without me. This means that my

gmail.com if you wish to discuss anything

I am extremely grateful for. I am naturally both

daily life has been simplified; less running from

from the article, living slower, or making

stubborn and curious. Once I get an idea, I want

place to place, more time to consider other projects.

to hold it tight in both hands and run with it, not

In reality, I am earning less than I was, but I feel

your own leap.
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instagram @ash_moonpt and you

can contact her on ashmoontraining@
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ThinkTree:

MUCH MORE THAN A
MEMBERSHIP ASSOCIATION
Kush Kumar introduces ThinkTree, a new
professional association for holistic therapists…

W

HY should you become a
member of a professional
association? It’s a question
you might ask whenever
your annual membership bill arrives. You may
have joined a particular association as a way of
getting cheaper insurance, for the networking
opportunities or it may have been a requirement
from a place where you practice or volunteer.
Being a member of a Professional Association
demonstrates that you are working to an industry
standard code of conduct and ethics in practice.
So is your membership organisation worth
the subscription cost? Therapists are notoriously
price sensitive – you work hard for your money
and so should your Professional Association.
At ThinkTree we believe we should offer our
members a bit more. Do you need help with

marketing your business, with knowing how you
could develop your own skills and expand your
business? Our vision is to help equip therapists
with the tools they needed for their success.
That’s why we partnered with The Therapists
Business Club, Aroma Bees and Optimal
Vitality so that all our members have access to
opportunities for coaching and mentoring.
With your professional development in mind,
all of our listed training provider partners offer
discounts on their CPD and qualification courses to
members. If there’s a course you know you want to
do, it makes sense to come via our site. You could
discover that the saving on just one course pays for
the cost of your membership.
Because education itself is really dear to us, we
also support qualified therapists who are thinking
of branching into training. but need a little support

to feel confident in running or improving courses.
We offer the confidence-building training run by
education experts, including a one day ‘Planning
Successful Courses’ training course. This is
designed to equip training providers to be able to
plan, deliver, assess and evaluate their own high
quality CPD or accredited training courses.
The newly launched ThinkTree Online Learning
Hub demonstrates our commitment to CPD, with
both free and paid training materials uploaded
every month. Newly launched programmes include:

• ThinkTree Training Provider ‘Quality
Academy’
• ThinkTree Trainer ‘MasterClasses’
aimed at all the highly experienced
therapists out there. The kind of
training you’d love to do to take your
therapies to the next level, but which
is often hard to find at a local level.
• Online learning providing exceptional
value for money, studying course
materials on-demand from the
comfort of your own home.

All of this is in addition to our ‘find a therapist’ option
on our website, discounted incentives including
products and services for you and your business,
E –Magazine, newsletter, webinars, blogs and social
media communities, global industry and innovative
research news and because we work internationally
we also offer International Professional Recognition.
This international work means that we can share
good practice and showcase highly successful
research and methodologies used internationally. n

i

A full membership of ThinkTree
costs £47 for a year with

standard multi-therapy of £49 via
Holistic Insurance Services. Readers of
Holistic Health can use voucher code
ttme giving a special price of £39.99.
Students can join with our student
special for £24.99, including insurance.
Find out more at www.thinktreehub or
call 0330 229 0721.
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It feels like the right time
Looking to nurture your business?
If you would like to develop your interest in holistic health and beauty, to expand your skills or
support your work as a therapist, you might like to consider being trained by Weleda and working
with us on a part-time self-employed basis.
We would love to hear from you.

To discover more, email us at opportunities@weleda.co.uk
or call us on 0115 944 8698
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Meet the Maker

Nneka
Fleming

MAKE

Nneka is the founder of Novel Beauty, which

T

combines natural products with a philanthropic
approach and good business sense…

HE initial idea for Novel Beauty
came from different inspirations. I
wanted a skincare experience that
was luxuriously accessible against
the noisy backdrop of the beauty industry. I had
worked with Chanel to produce beauty editorials,
which left me wanting more, but I felt that beauty
e-commerce spoke only to girls in millennial pink,
to beauty junkies or was simply transactional.
Libraries were closing and we thought that
in future, libraries would need to read their
readers. There is something so very beautiful and
accessible about reading a book and skincare
seemed to be missing that. We decided we
needed to be able to read our
clients and so Novel Beauty Clever Skincare & Cosmetics
was born.
Our clients choose their
natural skincare jars, called
Chapters, by either Skin
Story Type, like jetlagged or

stressed out or by skin needs. Customers choose
the size and combination of chapters and they are
packaged in our artist-created books. We offer
a more personalised skincare experience with
beautiful products that draw our customers into a
world that encourages self-care.
I went to Business School so I understood
business and how to identify a need, but I also
saw room for more creativity in this marketplace.
I regularly attend Cosmetic Industry conferences
so I can stay informed about regulations and new
formulations happening in the sector.
At first our customers were mainly natural or
vegan skincare enthusiasts who found us through
our partnerships with other wellness brands. Then
we partnered with Harper
Collins Publishers and had
a surge of book lovers really
get behind our message
because our book packaging
is so enticing.

Instagram has brought us customer who want to
be part of a new trend in skincare experiences.
When we’re working on a new product, we
start with the story. It might be, “I’m stressed
with work” or, “I have a new baby and I don’t
get enough sleep” and how this will show
on the skin. With the formulations, we want
our ingredients to be readily understood? If
a product requires too many ingredients and
the INCI list (International Nomenclature
of Cosmetic Ingredients) looks like an
encyclopaedia it becomes a turn-off. We aim to
simplify this by using the most effective natural
ingredients.
We’ve been going for two years and we’ve
already been shortlisted as one of The Best New
British Brands by the beauty industry. We’re
doing well. For me, the most exciting thing for
us is the growing customer engagement. We
also donate to the charity Room To Read who
provide education and literacy for girls in the
world’s most deprived countries. II think it’s
really hard to feel good if the products you’re
using aren’t doing some good too.
Running a business is always challenging
but, for me, that challenge is part of the reason
for doing it. We really give it our all and we
believe that as long as we keep our vision
for the brand clear and keep the experience
of Novel Skincare accessible, effective and
playful then we have enough differentiation
in this very crowded marketplace to keep our
customers interested and attract new ones.
Over the next couple of years, we’ll be
exploring more ways our products can read
our customers. This will be in the form of new
products but also through technology. We’d
really like to offer a well rounded and holistic
approach to how we read our customers. n

i
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Discover Nneka’s products at
www.novelskincare.co.uk.
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Cooking for the Senses

COOKING
for the SENSES
Jennifer Rhind and Gregor Law share some recipes to
satisfy the senses from their wonderful vegan cook book.
We’ve chosen three from Myanmar and India to satisfy
all your senses on winter nights…

by the remaining chickpeas shared
equally, then ladle the hot soup in
on top. Finish with chopped fresh
coriander leaves.

KACHIN CASHEW
NUT AND GREEN
BEAN CURRY
WITH COCONUT
YOGURT
Serves 2 generously
Ingredients

GENTLE INDIAN
SOUP
Serves 4
1 small butternut squash, peeled and
cut into 2cm (1 inch) dice , 1 courgette,
sliced into ½cm discs
2 tsp olive oil, sea salt, 1 onion, roughly
chopped, 1 tsp vegetable ghee or olive
oil, 1 garlic clove, chopped
1 handful of curry leaves, 1 litre
vegetable stock, 2 tbsp finely chopped
coriander stalks
1 x 400g tin of
chickpeas, drained
and rinsed, 1 tsp
ground Keralan green
peppercorns or ground
black pepper
2 tsp dried fenugreek
leaves, ½ tsp turmeric
Fresh coriander leaves

Most Indian food does
not actually require chilli
heat or overwhelming
spicing. It’s really more
spiced

dishes that are balanced for
flavour and to suit the ingredients,
especially in Northern India.
The only Indian spices I am using
here are turmeric, fenugreek
leaves and some curry leaves. To
increase the authenticity of the
flavour, I’ve also used Keralan green
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groceries or supermarkets.

Method -

Ingredients -

common to eat mildly

peppercorns which are really not
that difficult to get now from Asian

Coat the squash and courgette in
2 tsp of olive oil and a little sea salt,
and roast in the oven at 200°C (400°F)
for 10 minutes or so. Remove the
courgettes and continue roasting the
squash for a further 10 minutes until
just tender.

250g cashew nuts, unsalted, 2 garlic
cloves, crushed, 2 or 3 dried bird’s eye
chillies, 1 tbsp grated fresh ginger,
1 level tsp powdered turmeric, 1 tsp
ground coriander
1 tsp sea salt, 100g green beans,
trimmed, 125g basmati rice, 1 tbsp
vegetable ghee, 100g coconut milk
yogurt, Handful of fresh coriander

Kachin is the northernmost state
of Myanmar, sharing borders with
China and India. I adore the power

While the vegetables
are roasting, gently
fry the onion in a little
vegetable ghee or olive
oil for 10 minutes until
soft and translucent,
adding the garlic and
curry leaves halfway
through. Add the
stock, chopped
coriander stalks and
half the chickpeas,
bring to the
boil briefly and
reduce the heat
to simmer while the vegetables
finish roasting. Once ready, add the
courgette and squash, retaining
eight larger pieces of each for later,
followed by the Keralan pepper,
fenugreek and turmeric. Leave to
simmer for 10 minutes. Blend the soup
and check for seasoning.
Warm four attractive soup bowls
and place two pieces of squash and
courgette in each bowl followed

of this curry’s simple ingredients
and fragrant flavour. I’ve adapted
it here to use cashews, which work
particularly well in curried dishes,
and also some coconut yogurt to
enrich the sauce a little. It may not
be in keeping with authentic Kachin
cuisine, but it completes the balance
here. It’s a recipe I make over and
over again because it’s so simple
and yet delivers such a wonderful
finished dish. I use XXL Basmati here,
but get the best-quality basmati
you can find – it is genuinely worth
it and it comes in such wonderful
packaging!

Method Place 200g of the cashews in hot
water (not boiling) and leave to soak
for 30 minutes. This softens them a
little and brings them closer to the
texture of fresh ones. Gently toast the
remaining cashews in a dry frying pan
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Cooking for the Senses

until they begin
to colour up. Set
aside to cool.
Pound the
garlic, chillies,
grated
ginger,
turmeric
and ground
coriander in a pestle and
mortar with a little salt to form a

Serve in wide bowls
with the remaining
coconut milk yogurt
drizzled over, a little
fresh chopped coriander
and the toasted cashews
scattered over each
serving for colour and
contrast.

Try wholemeal chapatis
to accompany.

paste. Add a tbsp or two of water
to loosen the mixture and combine
well. Set aside until the cashews
have finished soaking.
Add the drained nuts to the paste
and leave to stand for another 30
minutes.
Place the green beans in a pan
of lightly salted boiling water and
cook for 5–6 minutes until tender
but still maintaining a bite. Drain
and chop into cashew-nut-sized
pieces. Set aside and keep warm.
Cook the rice you are using

MANGO AND
COCONUT
FROZEN
YOGURT WITH
CARDAMOMCOATED SWEET
MACADAMIAS

250g good-quality

steaming under a clean tea towel

mango pulp

for 5 minutes before fluffing up and

2 tbsp agave syrup

serving.

2 tbsp caster sugar

Continue to cook slowly, covered,
for 15 minutes.
Add half the coconut yogurt

occasionally to prevent the curry
catching on the pan. Add the
cooked beans, and stir through the
curry for a minute or two. Remove
from the heat.
Check for seasoning and heat,
adding a little extra sea salt if
required and/or a little more
coconut yogurt if wanting to soften
the tone a little more.
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a little. Add the mango pulp and
agave syrup and mix thoroughly
again. Chill the mixture in the fridge
for at least an hour. Freeze the
mixture in an ice cream machine
according to the manufacturer’s
instructions – but remember the
longer you churn, the greater the
chance of air getting into the mixture
and causing ice crystals. If you’re not
using an ice cream machine, freeze
the mixture in a sealable container,
churning manually two or three times
during the first few hours of freezing.
To make the nuts, combine
the caster sugar and crushed
cardamom seeds and
set aside in a bowl.
Melt the dairy-free
butter and maple
syrup in a frying
pan and stir in the
nuts. Cook on a
medium heat
for 5–6 minutes,

½ tsp crushed

stirring often,

cardamom seeds

until the nuts are

from about 12 green

coloured and

cardamom pods, 1

caramelised.

tbsp dairy-free butter,
2 tbsp maple syrup, 50g
macadamia nuts

and continue cooking, uncovered,
for a further 5 minutes, stirring

Add the lime juice

thoroughly to loosen the yogurt

250g natural
coconut milk yogurt

medium heat and add the nuts.

Method -

to the coconut yogurt and mix

Juice of 1 lime

under-cook my rice and let it sit

the ghee in a saucepan on a

wonderfully sweet when in
season

Ingredients -

accordingly. I like to fractionally

While the rice is cooking, heat

YOU & YOUR HEALTH

There are some commercial
dairy-free frozen yogurts on the
market now but inevitably, due
to the current lower consumer
demand, there is minimal
choice of flavour. My favourite
is mango. If possible, try to
use Alphonso mangoes. These
are available here in the UK
from Asian supermarkets and
some online retailers and taste

Remove the nuts with a metal
slotted spoon and stir them into
the sugar coating. Spread them
out on a sheet of baking paper to
cool completely. Store in an airtight
container.

i

Cooking for the Senses
is published by Singing

Dragon and is available from www.
singingdragon.com, Amazon and all
good booksellers.
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Time to become a naturopath?

HOW TO BECOME A

Naturopath
With rising demand and growing interest in integrated
wellbeing, now may be the best time to train as a
naturopath. Leyla El Moudden shares the process…

A

naturopath is a trained health
professional who works towards
building up a person’s natural
bodily defences, immunity, energy
systems, nutrient absorption and detoxification
pathways. A naturopath is trained in nutrition,
herbal medicine, lifestyle interventions and other
healing therapies. These skills allow a naturopath
to make highly personalised recommendations
for their clients. The origins of naturopathy are
ancient, however modern science is increasingly
finding that most chronic diseases are a result
of diet and lifestyle factors. As our lives become
more intense, so too does the burden on the
body intensify and the need for naturopathic
intervention grow.
To be a naturopath is to use food, lifestyle,
herbs and education to strengthen the body rather
than focus on a disease. It is therefore common
to hear a naturopath say, “treat the person and

not the disease”. This is somewhat different from
the orthodox pharmaceutical view of health. A
pharmaceutical drug will target the pathogen, or
virus and kill it. A naturopath will work toward
increasing a person’s natural immunity by
removing lifestyle factors that deplete immunity,
and increase diet and lifestyle factors that increase
immunity. It is becoming increasingly common to
use both interventions for overall better outcomes
from all illnesses, however total integration has not
yet been achieved.

To become a naturopath in
the UK a person must:
n Study Biomedicine or have an
existing biomedical qualification
n Study Nutritional Therapy (minimum
Diploma Level) or hold a degree level
qualification in Herbal Medicine

n Study Naturopathy
It is strongly advised that interested people
study on a course that is accredited by the
General Naturopathic Council as this makes
sure that the course is up to a standard
that is acceptable in other countries.
Once qualified, many naturopaths will go on
to work in a health and wellness facility, either
by themselves or within a larger clinical setting
where they will see clients on an individual
basis and provide food and lifestyle advice,
and often herbal medicine to their clients.
Current demand for health and wellness
information is extremely high so it is normal to
see qualified naturopaths in multiple streams
of activity such as seeing clients, advising
companies on the nutrient content and value of
their products or menus, giving public health talks,
running workshops and being engaged politically
in government discussions about healthcare.
As with any career, the options available to a
qualified naturopath have no limitations: using
the knowledge gained, naturopaths can create
any health product or service they would like to.
Success as a qualified naturopath largely
depends on the skills and determination as
the person. Within the health and wellness
industry it is extremely rare to find paid salaried
work, and so any work and opportunities are
often actively created by the naturopath.
There is also international demand for
naturopathy, and a qualified naturopath can
easily find work in other countries as long as
their training is done via an accredited provider.
In the UK, all regulation of naturopathy and
naturopathic professions is voluntary and there
are no specific laws enabling or restricting
the activity of a naturopath. Studying with
an accredited training provider allows well
qualified naturopaths to enter into a reputable
association and therefore differentiate themselves
from less well trained professionals.

i

For further information try:
College of Naturopathic Medicine

https://www.naturopathy-uk.com/
General Naturopathic Council
http://gncouncil.co.uk/
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OOOHHH! THAT’S NEW!

Treat yourself to a little luxury or two. Find contentment and pleasure in the small stuff.
Here’s our pick of little things that will enhance your life…
Ruby Shoo Vegan trainers

Kneipp bath
oils and salts
Showers may be practical, but there’s
nothing quite like a good soak in the
bath. Drift away from the worries of
the day and you could also be lifting
your mood, offsetting mild depression
and helping balance your hormones.
Opt for one of Kneipp’s essential oil
bath salts, tablets or herbal baths
and getting away from it all will be
even more special. Valerian and hops
will help you not off, arnica can ease
tired muscles and the red poppy and
hemp will make you feel uplifted.
Find them at Holland & Barrett,
Lloyds Pharmacy and independent
pharmacies nationwide.

Algenist ALIVE Prebiotic
Balancing Moisturiser.
This lightweight moisturiser leaves
the skin feeling alive and immediately
hydrated, balanced and glowing
with a smoother, more even finish.
Formulated with a prebiotic from
algae and a probiotic, paired with
the brand’s patented Alguronic
Acid, it targets concerns that may
result from unbalanced surface skin
bacteria. There’s also a mineral
SPF 15 for added skin protection.
It’s available at SpaceNK, £40.
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Ruby Shoo’s bright range of trainers will
bring a smile to your face and put a spring
in your step. It’s not always easy to find
appealing vegan footwear,
but Ruby Shoo offer a quirky
range of shoes, bags, wellies
and trainers. The trainers are
comfy and supportive with
interesting detailing such as
velvet laces and broguepunched fake nubuck. The
selection of metallic polka
dot or floral fabrics makes
them fun to wear. £50
from
www.rubyshoo.
com.

Magisso cooling
ceramics
Finnish company Magisso
have been making practical,
stylish homewares since 2008. Everything
they do is designed to make life run a little
more smoothly through great design. We love
their new cooling ceramics line which includes
carafes, wine coolers, shot glasses and tumblers,
effortlessly combing ancient technology and
modern design. Just soak your glass or carafe
in cold water for a minute and it will cool your
drink, without leaving you with wet hands.
Simple and very satisfying to use, it would
also look good in a
waiting area of be perfect
for offering water to
clients. Find them at www.
panik-design.com or the
full range of stockists at
www.magisso.com.

Green People Organic children’s toothpaste with fluoride
Green People have produced a natural toothpaste for children that includes
fluoride. The Mandarin and Aloe Vera toothpaste’s active ingredients include
gum-soothing Aloe Vera, anti- inflammatory Myrrh and antibacterial Olive
Leaf, as well as mandarin for a fruity taste. These natural plant actives help
to control the growth of dental plaque, effectively cleaning the teeth and
supporting healthy gums. Fluoride-free options are also available. The range
is available in JoJoMamanBebe, Whole Foods, Planet Organic, Ocado,
selected Waitrose stores and online at
www.greenpeople.co.uk.
holistic therapist 2019
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POLARAID

Watch
our
video!

TM

HEALTH AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!

Created by Georges Lakhovsky and Nikola Tesla
I am a new person!
“For years, I have suffered from
very bad anxiety and even from
depression. I spent thousands of
dollars but nothing helped me.
When I read about PolarAid™ disc,
I thought “why not?” In two weeks
after using the disc daily, calm came
over me. I have now boundless energy,
I am so much happier and I can sleep well.
I also noticed that my sweats which forced me to use a lot of
antiperspirants disappeared. Since I have had the disc, I have
become a new person!” (B.B. Stoney Creek, ON)

Persistence pays off!
“I purchased PolarAid™ disc, as a
last attempt, to alleviate my pains.
After trying it for 3 weeks, I called
PolarAid as nothing significant
had happened yet. In consulting
on protocol, I was explained to be
persistent in continuing to follow
instructions. And indeed, much to my
surprise, one to two weeks later, pain
in my back and hands with severe arthritis, started to lessen
significantly. After 3 months, I am literally pain free now!!! I am
ecstatic to be considering not going through the trauma of a
back surgery!!!
PolarAid™ disc also helped me greatly with stomach issues
including a significant pain which even after essays, CT scans,
my gastroenterologist could not identify. They even sliced my
entire belly open from lower abdomen to my sternum. A nasty
scar ! After doing the 7 chakras for two months, not any more
pain in my stomach. My doctors are beyond stoked ! I sleep
much better and even my skin is better. Incontinence and bowel
movements ceased to be problematic after having affected me
for a long time. I can never thank you enough for this little disc,
it truly is the answer to longevity!!!” (N.M. Maple Ridge, BC)

It’s very true that it works
“I have seen this PolarAid™ ad,
month after month, in wondering if
it works? One day, my mother who
has gout, pain in legs and hands because of deformed bones, asked me
to buy the disc. First, I tried it under
a dying potted plant that shortly after,
was beautiful again. Then, I did chakras as
chemo and radiotherapy a year ago, affected my intestines and
stomach. It helped me a lot in sitting on disc for my diarrhea,
in applying on knees for my knee pain, as well as for any other
pain. My mothers ugly dark red ankles are now pink again.
Hence, my sister who had cheek cancer, used it during her
radiotherapy. The hospital still does not figure how it completely
disappeared. Her cheek is now really beautiful. I thank
PolarAid™ and the life for giving me the opportunity to discover
this disc.” (C.G., Saint-Constant, Quebec)

PolarAid™ complements
your strive to a quality life
“Affected by chronic illness
(diagnosed with IBS/IBD, endocrine imbalance, skin issues, mood,
autoimmune, chemical sensitivity,
heavy metal toxicity...) I learned about
importance of natural energy along with
diet, supplements, habits, etc. With
PolarAid™, I started on chakras and felt special support for
my digestion, and remaining symptoms of IBS/IBD continue to
improve. I also used it on my spine, and most amazingly after
several months - my S-curve came back. The bottom of my spine
was stiff and straight instead of a natural curve – then my posture
completely changed ! Just walking or carrying groceries was a revelation! PolarAid™ has been a gift personally but also of interest
to me professionally as a licensed clinical psychologist - its calming and regulating effects on the organism have significant implications for mental health, both cognitive and emotionally. Thank
you and God bless!!!” (S.E.S.,Psy Dr., San Francisco, California)

Dr. Dino Tomic currently works as a medical doctor,
specializing in gynecology and obstetrics. For the past 20
years, he has explored and experimented with alternative
e: AskDrTomic@polaraidhealth.com
No radiation or magnetism.
medicines
such as quantum
and bioresonance medicine,
t: 1-450-486-7888
No expiry date.
w: polaraidhealth.com
Maintenance-FREE.
homeopathy, acupuncture, and energy techniques.

No radiation or magnetism. No expiry date.
Maintenance-FREE.

www.polaraidhealth.com
AskDrTomic@polaraidhealth.com
+ 1 450 486 7888

DISCLAIMER

The disc does not cure any disease and we do not diagnose or make any recommendation for any treatment or medication other than to consult with your doctor. Never
disregard any professional medical advice or delay in seeking it because of something you have read in this article.

The Publisher does not assume any responsibility for the accuracy of the claims made in this advertisement.
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Created by Georges Lakhovsky and Nikola Tesla

Vital energy is all around us!
Holding PolarAid™ in your hands you become a supreme
healer without a single day of training. How?
PolarAid™ is the result of many discoveries and inventions
by renowned scientists, starting with the Engineer Nikola
Tesla who in 1899 demonstrated the existence of scalar
waves that carry the vital energy coming from the cosmos,
since the creation of the universe. This vital energy
supports life on earth, whether vegetal, animal or
human. It nourishes our body as food and water
do, but as we age our body cells, DNA of which is
the receptor, lose the capability to fully absorb
this energy, hence weakening our body.
Dr. Lakhovsky, treated the cancer on plants
with natural energy, in the 1930s. He invented
the “Lakhovsky antenna” made of rings in
special copper-based alloys, of a very speciﬁc
shape and respective positioning. This antenna
works as a vortex that transmits and ampliﬁes this
vital energy in order to compensate for our declining
ability with age, to fully absorb this energy. The PolarAid™
disc rings are in vibratory harmony with the energy centers
(chakras) of our body, producing harmony in our energetic
shell (aura), which is reﬂected in the state of our physical
body and our health.
Dr. Tomic adapted this antenna to our needs as a disc, and
developed a protocol to re-energize the body in order to
restore its self-healing mechanisms and also to apply on
symptoms, the consequences for weakening bodies and

their increasing vulnerability to pathologies. Hence, with
PolarAid™ you work on the origin of your health problems
and their consequences.
As it is the body which heals the body, the application of
PolarAid™ is manyfold. Indeed, the body possess intelligence to heal itself in every way, provided that it is well
energized. For instance and among other pathologies,
PolarAid™ has proven its eﬀectiveness in managing
following conditions : gynecological and urinary
tract discomfort, PMS, perimenopausal problems, sterility, weakened libido and potency,
hemorrhoids, pains in the spine and knuckles,
obesity and intestine problems, all kinds of
pain, pulmonary and cardiovascular problems, thyroid gland dysfunction and sinus
problems, headache, insomnia and bad
mood…
PolarAid™ will protect you from harmful electromagnetic radiations as scalar waves counteract
electromagnetic radiations from Hertzian waves.
In placing the disc under a potted plant, you could visualize
what the vital energy does to your body and under a dish
containing food, especially industrially-processed food, you
will dynamize it and reduce its aggressiveness on your
digestive system.
The disc is valid for life with NO expiry, can be shared by
several persons and requires NO maintenance.

Dr. Dino Tomić currently works as a medical doctor,

specializing in gynecology and obstetrics. For the past 20
years, he has explored and experimented with alternative
medicines such as quantum and bioresonance medicine,
homeopathy, acupuncture, and energy techniques.

No radiation or magnetism.
No expiry date. Maintenance free.

www.polaraidhealth.com
AskDrTomic@polaraidhealth.com

1-450-486-7888

DISCLAIMER
The disc does not cure any disease and we do not diagnose or make any recommendation for any treatment or medication other than to consult with your doctor. Never
disregard any professional medical advice or delay in seeking it because of something you have read in this article.

The Publisher does not assume any responsibility for the accuracy of the claims made in this advertisement.
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THE RITES OF MUNAY KI:
AN ANCIENT

approach to being a

better

Aromatherapist Sarah
Williams wants to bring
the life changing rites
of Munay Ki to a wider
audience in the UK…

T

HE Munay-Ki comes from a Quechua
word that means ‘I love you.’ There are
nine rites of initiation which help us to
become a person of wisdom and power
who has accepted the stewardship for all creation.
They derive from the great initiations from the
Hindus Valley that were brought to the Americas by
the first medicine men and women who crossed
the Bering Straits from Siberia during the
glacial period some 30,000 years
ago. These courageous travellers
were the Earthkeepers of old.
Since the Earthkeepers
come from the future
as well, they can help
us to access who we’re
becoming as humans
10,000 years from
now. The visions of the
future come as possibilities,
because everything is still in
potential form. In fact, there is
no real future or past as we can only
be in the moment that is now. By keeping our
thoughts positive and clear we can easily side step
any negativity/heaviness. What we visualise is what
we create, so if we “worry” about something we are
likely to manifest it. Our inner and outer dialogue
are therefore of utmost importance.
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you
Munay Ki is a way of moving away from
negative influences and allowing you to
dream your perfect world into being. Munay
means Love and Ki is energy, so Munay Ki is a
transformative process. We think of our bodies as
being four Russian dolls, nesting inside each other;
the Spiritual body, encompasses the Mental Body
which surrounds the Emotional body which informs
the Physical body.
The nine rites are energetic transmissions
that heal the wounds of the past,
encompassing both your karmic
and genetic inheritance.
They re-inform your DNA,
enabling you to grow a
new body - one that
ages, heals, and dies
differently. The MunayKi is your invitation to
dream an entire new
world into being. You
can clear your luminous
energy field from blocks
connected to poverty and
shadow. We utilise the Peruvian
bubble cleanse, a short meditation
to clear your four body fields of any hucha or
heaviness.
I received my own rites in 2011 and after
participating in ceremonies in Mexico and connecting
with my own Mayan guides, I have been sharing
the Rites with others since 2012. I believe that the

Munay
Ki has
changed
my life
dramatically. I seem
to be able to manifest in a totally new unprecedented
way, and some people even tell me I look younger!
As you experience the higher seventh, eighth and
ninth initiations, you can metaphorically download a
new and better version of the software that informs
your luminous energy field, which will then inform
your DNA, giving it instructions on how to create
a new body that will age, heal, and die differently.
There’s nothing you need to do to attract these
luminous shamans. They’ll come to you when you
invite them to do so and are ready to receive them.
We say that when the student is ready, the master
appears. They will be available to support you in
your efforts to bring a bit more light and healing into
the world. They’re also there to protect you from the
negativity and fearful energies in the world today. n

i

To discover more about
Munay Ki, please visit

www.organic-aromatherapy.co.uk.
If you are interested in receiving the
rites or require more information
please call Sarah on 0844 357
9843.
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Aromatherapy Summit
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BEYOND THE ESSENTIAL OIL RECIPE:
SUMMIT REPORT
In November, Holistic Therapist columnist Elizabeth Ashley and Hungarian
aromatherapist Gergely Hollodi hosted the largest ever online global event
designed for professional aromatherapists. Here’s Elizabeth’s report…

T

HE Beyond The Essential Oil Recipe

surgical gloves during massage to protect the patient

Summit hosted lectures by almost

against cross contamination.

sixty of the foremost aromatherapy

Penny Price and Michelle Roques O’Neil showed two

industry experts and reached 15,000

sides of how superlative British aromatherapy can be.

professional aromatherapists globally.

Penny discussed how to treat respiratory disease from

Each day, participants received an email with four or

a wholly chemical perspective, where Michelle revealed

five lectures covering an enormous range of topics

how understanding the power of numbers can project

from clinical therapy, chemistry, esoteric aromatherapy,

different energies into the dilutions of blends.

essential oil quality and sustainability. Participants had

Formulation of products was brought into the spotlight

seven days to watch and take notes before the lectures

with Shirley Routley giving a masterclass of blending and

disappeared but had the option to buy recordings if they

adapting bases with carrier oils, where Lola King taught

would like to keep them.

us how to calculate dilution by weight to avoid critical

Speakers hailed from the UK, Malta, France,
Germany, Hungary, United States, New Zealand and

margins of error when you are working with larger sized
blends.

Australia and included Salvatore Battaglia, Jade Shutes,

Caroline Ingraham described how they use oils to

Robbi Zeck, Sylla Shepphard Hanger, Dr Tim Miller, Dr

treat animals, and Kelly Holland Azzaro described how

Eric Z, and Dr Robert Pappas. .

her pets adore hysdrosols.

When we organised the summit, we deliberately left

The original idea for the summit came about during

the subject matter wide open to encourage healthy

a conversation Gergely and I had, at the beginning of

debate. Unlike events that follow a script designed to

the year after I had been disappointed to listen in on

encourage the participants over to the hosts way of

an essential oils summit only to learn nothing, as it was

thinking, Gergely and I were keen to use the summit

designed for beginners. We felt there was a niche in the

as a means of showing just how diverse the skill of

market, not only for bringing together knowledge but

blending essential oils has become and how many

also showcasing how different ways of using oils have

different fields and now integrating it into their daily

become in different countries and trades. We have been

practice.

overwhelmed by its success.

Madeleine Kerkhof and Felicity Warner spoke of the
different ways they use essential oils during end of life

Recordings of the lectures can be purchased at:
www.blendingsecrets.com. n

care. Madeleine uses very modern techniques designed
to work alongside the nurses in hospices in a clinical
setting. Felicity, by contrast seeks to hold the energy
of the oil to help transmute final moments of pain and
anguish into a peaceful transition into the beyond.
Marika Fleuri described using essential oils on a

i

Elizabeth Ashley is the UK
Director of National Association of

Holistic Aromatherapists and author of 18
aromatherapy manuals. Her latest book

Maltese oncology ward, helping people rise above

Cannabis is available on Amazon. Discover

the stress and panic of their diagnosis. His ways of

more about Elizabeth’s books and courses at

application are in stark contrast to the spa like relaxation
treatments most of us will have learned – even wearing
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www.thesecrethealer.co.uk.
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Structured water

An introduction

STRUCTURED WATER
Roddy McDonald of
Water for Health Water
explains why it’s better
for your health…

S

TRUCTURED water is a wonderful
thing, a natural phenomenon found
in streams, rivers and lakes all over
this planet. Structured water is also
known as hexagonal water or EZ
(exclusion zone) water, forming H3O2 rather than
H2O. It naturally arranges its hydrogen and oxygen
molecules into repeating and ordered geometric
crystal-like formations.
EZ water forms when it is exposed to heat
and light including infrared light. It is negatively
charged and becomes more viscous, dense and
alkaline than regular H2O.
Water plays a vital role in cellular respiration,
creating positive or negative electrical charges,
effectively powering us like a battery. In the
structured water community, the thinking is that
water found in nature directly powers itself from
sunlight and heat. In its natural state, the water
has structure, is more activated and holds more
energy. Once water is cleaned and treated with
chemicals, it becomes de-structured, disordered
and less potent.
According to one of the leading
authorities on EZ water, Dr Gerald
Pollack, healthy cells are made up
of organised H3O2 water which
carries a higher electrical charge
and more energy than standard
H2O. He believes that the alkaline
nature of structured water offers
the perfect pH for optimal hydrated
and vitality. Green juicing benefits
may come from the fact that water
found in plants is already readymade in the EZ state.
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How structured water can
positively impact health
Structured water can therefore have far-reaching
health benefits. There is some evidence to
suggest that structured water can positively
impact energy levels, digestion, nutrient
absorption, sleep, muscular aches and pains,
joint issues, inflammation, respiration, mood,
concentration, stamina, organ health and
weight.
Structured water cannot form without
light. Pollack found infrared light to be the
most effective, similar to the way infrared
saunas, light therapy and sunlight offer health
benefits. Infrared light can potentially reduce
inflammation and oxidative stress, so perhaps
the same could be said for structured water?
Similarly, as structured water is formed by
light, could it be that the formation of EZ water
within the cells is the mechanism behind the
positive effects of light therapy for depression?

Drinking structured water
You can optimise your drinking water by
vortexing, and there are some water filtering
systems available that provide alkaline ionised
water with improved structure, energy, alkaline
minerals and negative oxidation-reduction
potential.

There is a lack of detailed scientific peer-reviewed
research in this field, but anecdotal evidence by
both consumers and health practitioners suggests
that the benefits of alkaline water are beginning
to reach a wider audience.

So what’s the best way to benefit
from structured water?
Look for a suitable water filtration system that
produces alkaline or hydrogen rich-water. At
Water for Health, we offer one of the most
extensive ranges of affordable, effective water
enhancement options, from the Biocera Alkaline
Jug through to under-sink alkaline water filter
systems and personal water ionizers.

Dr. Gerald Pollack’s TED Talk is
available at

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=p9UC0chfXcg&t=41s
Recent research from the Aerospace
Institute of the University of Stuttgart
suggests that water is a carrier of
information, and by drinking it, we
consume that data. So rain, oceans,
rivers and reservoirs potentially connect
us all. You can view the video here.
https://www.i9bottle.com/blog/researchfrom-the-Aerospace-Institute/

i

You can find out more about
structured water at

www.water-

for-health.co.uk, which has an expanded
version of this article. The company also
provide a comprehensive range of proven
supplements and supportive health products.
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Premium quality health products
from across the globe. From a
company that, like you, genuinely
care about making a difference to
people’s health and quality of life.

High Potency
Probiotics

Innovative Water
Filtration

Award Winning
Greens

Highest Quality
Fish Oils

For more information or to order today call:

+44 (0)1764 662111
Special Pricing
for Health
Practitioners

or visit

water-for-health.co.uk
email: info@water-for-health.co.uk
Buchanan House, Rossie Place, Auchterarder, Perthshire. PH3 1AJ
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Health Inspirations

INSPIRATIONS
ANGIE BUXTON-KING, FOUNDER SAM
BUXTON SUNFLOWER HEALING TRUST
Nineteen years ago, NHS manager Angie Buxton-King inadvertently started an
evolution in cancer care when she persuaded a hospital in London to trial energy
healing, as Girija Shettar discovered…

B

Y the end of the month-long trial, at
University College of London Hospital’s
(UCLH) cancer unit, a need had
been proven and Angie became a
full time healer in Britain’s public health system.
Before Angie, the hospital had enlisted the help of
a single therapist to administer aromatherapy and
reflexology, but following Angie’s admission to the
cancer team, the healing contingent swelled to six
or seven. Six years later, Angie and her husband,
Graham, founded a charity which has trained and
funded hundreds of energy healers to work in the
NHS, working with thousands of cancer patients
each year.
However, behind this heartwarming tale of
success lies a story of personal heartache and loss.
Angie, a no-nonsense person, is a natural skeptic.
Her awakening to healing was a gradual one which
started over thirty years ago.
In 1988, Angie’s mother became ill with ovarian
cancer, and she was given just one year to live.
Desperate to find additional medical support for
her mother, Angie discovered the Bristol Cancer
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Centre, founded by the late Penny Brohn, which
ran a spiritual healing programme. Accompanying
her mother to her first healing session, Angie found
herself responding to the administered treatment.
She explained, “I became extremely hot, extremely
emotional, and felt my body buzzing with energy.”
The healer told Angie that these were signs she too
might be a healer.
Her interest piqued, Angie began to research
spiritual healing and attend development
circles, but it was only seven years later that she
consolidated her learning with formal training.
This was because, in 1995, her seven year old
son, Sam, was diagnosed with type five acute
myeloid leukaemia, and given the shocking survival
prognosis of just three months.
As a healer, Angie was able to support Sam,
and the effects were outstanding. She says, “Sam’s
peers on the ward were very poorly indeed, but
Sam was running up and down the ward, riding
on the drugs trolleys, and just behaving like a
normal boy. His energy levels and his passion
for living were still very much alive, whereas the

other children basically had their feet taken from
underneath them.”
By removing blocks in a person’s energy
channels and infusing fresh energy from the
macrocosm, healing has both physical and
psychological effects, and Angie describes how
after a day of healing others she feels fresh and
energetic. Thus supported through her son’s
difficult journey, her healing enabled Sam to
withstand additional medical treatments well
beyond what the doctors thought possible. A new
form of chemotherapy, a new drug, and a bone
marrow transplant drove the cancer into remission,
and Sam was able to return to school.
Angie sees healing as an essential complement
to conventional medicine. “My whole criteria with
healing is to keep people well enough to go through
the drug regimens that can potentially cure them,”
she said.
Sam died when he was 10, three years later
than medically predicted. Angie added, “It’s the
journey that’s important. In Sam’s case, not only
was his life extended by some considerable time,
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but also the quality of his life within that
journey was much better.” Angie’s first
book, The NHS Healer, describes her
journey and the family’s experience.
After Sam’s death, Angie continued
to practice healing, but only with
animals, to avoid the emotional strain
of a special relationship. However,
one year after Sam’s passing,
in 1999, she felt
prompted from
within to help
other children
the way she had
helped Sam. Five
years later, after
her successful
pitch to medics at
UCLH had led to her
growing a successful
team there, Angie
was encouraged to go
further.
Two of her close
friends, Jacqui Beacon
and David Gillett, founders of complementary
health initiative The Harmony Centre, were
travelling in Brazil when they were killed in a
road accident. As her mother’s and Sam’s deaths
before, the tragedy prompted Angie to reflect on her
mission in life. She noted, “We can be doing good
work and it can be taken away in an instant.” So
she decided she must protect her healing work by
building “some structure behind it”.
Graham, Angie’s husband since their marriage
in 2003, supported her intention with every ounce
of his being. One afternoon at lunch, he scribbled
their plans on a restaurant napkin. From these
plans emerged the Sam Buxton Sunflower Healing
Trust.
Legendary British rock band, Deep Purple, raised
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£300,000
over three
years for
the charity,
through its
Sunflower
Jam highprofile
rock programme. Subsequent
fundraising from this healthy base, enabled
donations of over £100,000 to support the
complementary therapy team at UCLH, to
train hundreds of healers, and to fund, to date,
35 therapists across 15 cancer centres and
hospices, who support patients but also their
families and medics.
UCLH believes the charity has proven a
need. Stephen Rowley, the hospital’s clinical
director of haematology, feels healers should
be a, “mandatory part of any cancer team”. For
a doctor to call for a healer to help support a
patient through a medical procedure, “was not
unusual”, he says in a statement on the charity’s
website, and describes what he witnessed as “a
quiet but important evolution in cancer care”.
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The Trust delivers highly trained healers who
meet national occupational standards and
who have undertaken the charity’s ‘Healing
in Hospitals and Hospices Workshop’, which,
through methods such as role play, prepares
them for the unique challenges of a cancer ward.
Angie’s second book, The NHS Healer Onwards and Upwards, is what she describes as
a “How to do it” book for cancer therapists, and
provides patients with guidance on the cancer
journey, and insight on how the charity operates.
Demand for the Trust’s healers outstrips
supply, and visitors from Denmark and Spain
have taken notes on the model with a view to
implementation in their own countries. This year,
the charity was judged Overall Winner of The
Complementary Therapy Awards 2018 and won
the Award for Cancer Care.
The charity needs to expand, but while its
model is to fund a healer for two years, followed
by NHS support thereafter, Angie says when the
choice is between funding an extra nurse or a
complementary therapist, the former is always
chosen. No amount of research data on healing’s
efficacy relieves the funding challenge, so Angie’s
focus is, as ever, on action: demonstrating proof
of need. “What I’ve learnt is: if you have a plan,
and you’re driven, and you believe in something,
you can make it happen,” she concluded. n

i
at

Find out more about the Sam
Buxton Sunflower Healing Trust
www.cancertherapies.org.uk or

contact info@cancertherapies.org.uk or
01726 891812. Angie’s books can be
purchased from the website or Amazon.
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interactive digital magazine designed to inspire, motivate and
educate on all aspects of health. We take a deeper look at the key
elements that make us happy, healthy
and successful – a combination of
physical, mental, emotional, energetic
and spiritual aspects, for a whole
person approach.

conditions. We cover everything from natural antibiotics to Yoga,
via Reiki, energy healing, motivation, higher self and so much
more. We’re not afraid to tackle the controversial issues, providing
balanced coverage and debate of hot health
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input from our readers.
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wellbeing, real-life stories, practical
techniques, self-help ideas, new
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than a checklist of symptoms. By
bringing together this information,
we aim to provide our readers with
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• use of our logo on your marketing materials
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• 10% discount off Physique therapy products
• 15% off essential oils and aromatherapy supplies at Base
Formula
• exclusive therapy illness insurance cover option with
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• free to call from a mobile therapists advice phone line - there
is always an experienced therapist to talk to
• free access to CNHC Registration as we are one of the CNHC
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• use of MCHP after your name
• directory for public referral
• London Special Treatment Licence exemption
• full support in the event of a complaint
• access to benefits and support materials for your practice in
the Member Login area of our website
• regular newsletter with up-to-date information on regulation
and legislation as part of a free copy of Holistic Therapist
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• discount accountancy scheme for your accounts and tax
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• unlimited expert advice whenever you need it and free
reviews of your marketing materials
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our Events page for course dates
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Upledger CranioSaCral Therapy
The

www.accreditedmassagecourses.co.uk
info@accreditedmassagecourses.co.uk
Tel: 020 8340 7041

(he)arT of liSTening...
1 day CPD courses:

For dates, please look at the website

Tune into the craniosacral rhythm... Listen to the nuances...

Cupping Massage
Deep Tissue Massage
Hot Stone Massage
Indian Head Massage
Manual Lymphatic Drainage
Myofascial Release
Pregnancy Massage
Sports Massage Techniques
Trigger Point Massage

Ssh... what might your hands hear?

Learn how to treat the craniosacral system through
our unique series of 4-day courses, and bring an extra
dimension to your work and clients. Integrate our
techniques to grow your practice and skill set.

First is CST1. Get started in 2019: 8-11 May in Solihull, 2528 Sept in Brighton, or 27-30 Nov in Perth.

TRY OUR FREE 5-PART ONLINE INTRO
www.upledger.co.uk 0800 690 6966
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Our next ITEC courses start in 2019:
Mon 25 March

ITEC Massage L3
(Fast-track, exam in July 2019)

Sat 6 April

ITEC Sports Massage L4
(Run over a series of weekends.
Exam in December 2019)

Mon 24 June

ITEC Sports Massage L3
(Fast-track, exam in September 2019)
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Books

Winter books special
Our pick of this winter’s
most interesting holistic
reads. Cosy up and
discover something new…
Essential Oils for Emotional
Wellbeing
Vannoy Gentles
Fite is a certified
herbalist and
aromatherapist
who has created
what’s essentially
a recipe book for
using essential
oils to help alleviate emotional issues.
It’s clear and easy to follow, with several
recipes for each emotional state, so you
can choose an appropriate formulation
be it a powder, room spray, bath soak
or massage oil. It’s thoughtfully divided
into chapters with recipes for conditions,
emotions and needs and may even
introduce you to some oils that are new
to you. Lots of interesting ideas that may
spark ideas for your own products. Get
it from Llewellyn.com or £29.50 from
Amazon.

Mind Detox
Author Sandy
Newbigging often
contributes his
wise mindfulness
and development
articles to the
magazine. His
latest book
is a practical
exploration to help
people get to the root of chronic conditions
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and persistent emotional roadblocks.
There’s lots of short sections and case
studies as well as exercises, so it’s a useful
tool if you’re trying to break limiting habits
or shift aware from negative patterns of
behaviour.
The reasons for such emotional and
physical patterns are well explored and
one of the book’s strengths is Sandy’s
emphasis on preparation for change,
rather than jumping straight in. £12.99
from good bookshops, Findhorn Press and
Amazon.

Transformation Lessons: 38
Insights to Manifest Your Best
Life
This book gathers
the thoughts
of thirty eight
members of ATL
Europe, which
is a membership
organisation for
transformational
leaders, speakers
and authors. Each chapter is therefore
quite short and it’s tempting to treat it
as a sort of shopping list for a guru or
two! It’s very broad in scope with some
chapters covering personal experience and
other having a more outward dynamic.
Depending on your own interests, this
can make it seem patchy. You’ll discover
everything from Transformations for
Financial Freedom to Finding Your
Soul’s Purpose, via Women’s Wilderness
Adventure. £14.99.

decades of hands on experience and teaching
to provide a thorough and very accessible introduction to the anatomical structures of the
body for massage. It would be a good choice
for students or anyone in need of a general
refresher for sports massage. The content
on massaging deep-level tissues and their
interpretation from the myofascial chain point
of view is particularly strong. The book also
contains a health questionnaire to facilitate
data collection and comes with access to a
video app with over
20 tutorial videos
showing the most
important massage
techniques used
by the specialists. £19.99 from
Amazon.

Structural Integration and Energy
Medicine
This is a handbook
of advanced body
work from Rolfing
practitioner Jean
Louise Green. I had
thought of Rolfing
as a fairly brutal
form of deep tissue
massage, so this opened my eyes to the
wider relationship between body alignment
and energy flow. Offering an energy medicine
approach to bodywork, this guide provides a
useful tool set to increase the efficiency of the
body, release chronic pain, improve mental
function, and free energy flow, based on Dr.

Anatomy & Massage

Ida P. Rolf’s Structural Integration process,

This profusely illustrated guidebook from

core concepts, but also provides valuable in-

Josep Mármol and Artur Jacomet draws on

sight, based on sound scientific principles,

Author Jean Louise Green is strong on the
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into the relationship between the energetics
of the body and its alignment. £12.99 from
Amazon or directly from the publishers at
www.Innertraditions.com

Foundations of Iridology
The eyes have,
traditionally, been
regarded as the
windows to the
soul. Certainly
iridologists use
their specialist
high powered
cameras to
examine the irises and pupils for signs of
illness or predisposition to a multitude of
conditions. Author Gustau Pau has more
than 35 years’ experience and leads the
reader through the history of Iridology and
an understanding of the structures of the
eye, before systematically exploring signs
such as different colours, furrows, rings
and what they might indicate. He also
relates recent iridology developments on
identifying genetically inherited physical
traits, explaining how individuals can
use this insight to make nutritional and
lifestyle choices that will offset inherited
weaknesses and bolster strengths. Despite
my best efforts with a magnifying mirror,
my own eyes proved too dark to put much
of the book to the test using the sample
iridographies and real case studies as a
guide. £31.10 from Amazon, or £14.99 for
Kindle.

Bulletproof Bodies
From tennis elbow to low back pain,
Bulletproof Bodies aims to demonstrate
how targeted body-weight exercise can
be used to tackle a range of injuries and
improve joint range-of-motion, muscle
strength and endurance, and ligament and
tendon health. The exercises in Bulletproof
Bodies offer a challenging, stimulating and
accessible means of dealing with those
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niggling injuries. It
would be a useful
addition for anyone
who works with
athletes or those
with recurring
joint pain. Well
researched and
illustrated. Available
from www.lotuspublishingco.uk for £14.99.

Master Recipes from the Herbal
Apothecary
This treat of a book
from JJ Pursell,
the bestselling
author of The
Herbal Apothecary,
is packed with
375 interesting
concoctions for
health and wellbeing. It starts by sharing
the basic recipes showing how to make
a spray, a tincture or salve, for example,
then helps build on basic skills with an
interesting selection of safe, trusted natural
remedies covering just about every minor
ailment from top to toe. It’s an appealing
book to read and well-indexed. My only
concern would have been whether US
plant names referred to the same species
as the UK name, but there’s a glossary
of Latin plant names which covers this
concern. £18.99 from Amazon, coming out
in March.

Essential Oils for Mindfulness and
Meditation

YOU & YOUR HEALTH

act of experiencing the present moment,
deepening a meditative state, or offering a
way to regain composure. There’s a strong
bibliography for further reading, useful
material on various application methods,
but relatively little on the oils themselves.
The final chapter of four switches suddenly
into covering
complementary
wellness techniques
including a guide
to vitamins and
minerals which
seems to belong
elsewhere. £11.34
from Amazon.

Enjoy a yearly
subscription to our
magazine for just £24!

Let’s end with another essential oil title.
This one comes from Heather Dawn
Godfrey who explains how to incorporate
essential oils into your mindfulness or
meditation practice. There have been many
studies that show how odours can trigger,
enhance or affect our moods and wellbeing,
particularly with regard to memory. Oils
can help to concentrate our attention
on what or current sensations and the
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Wellbeing

52
WEEKS
to your best ever you
We often don’t take
great care of our own
wellbeing – whether that’s
physical, mental, spiritual
or financial- because
we don’t set aside the
time. What if we each
promised ourselves a little
time every week just for
ourselves? We’ve got a
great way of doing that…

Y

OU’LL need a large jar or
container and fifty two or
more small pieces of card
or paper. Take an hour or
two and create a list of small ways of
improving your wellbeing, then mix them
up in the jar. Pull one of the cards out
each Sunday night for the week ahead.
You might want to colour code your
cards if your activities are seasonal, by
category or even by the time required.
Here are some of our ideas to get you
started, but it’s best if you can adapt
these to your own needs. If something
makes you feel happy, then try and
incorporate it into your life on a regular
basis.
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Winter
1 Start a journal
2 Try a body scan meditation
3

Clean out your kitchen cupboards. If
there’s food that you know you won’t
use, but it’s still in date, give it to a
local food bank

9

Buy yourself some flowers or a
houseplant

10
11
12

13

Sign up for an exercise class of some
form. It might be yoga or a dance
class
Get back in touch with someone you
haven’t spoken to for a while
Create a wish board – think about
the life you’d like to live, then find
suitable words and images to
illustrate it
Have a half-day

Spring
14 Put down some roots for the future.
Plant a fruit tree if you have a
garden, or grow your own bonsai
from seed if you don’t

4
5
6
7
8

Write a thank you letter to someone
who has inspired you
Watch an old movie you used to love
Put £5 away in a box each week and
treat yourself to a spa day or weekend
away at the close of the year
Turn your phone off and cosy up with
a book for an hour
Visit a local heritage attraction, or
explore the area where you grew up
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15

43

Make a playlist and dance around
to downloads of your favourite tunes
from your teenage years

44

16 Watch the sun come up
17 Try sketching or painting – you don’t

45

need to be Picasso to create your
own art

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

Change your diet for a week – go
vegan, eat raw or choose a country
and eat like a native
Visit your nearest rare breeds farm,
horse sanctuary or petting zoo
Is there something you’ve always
wanted to do, but never got round
to? Investigate and then do it!
Talk to an older family member
about their memories. So many
stories are lost that might otherwise
inspire us
Make your own intuitive essential oil
blend, by mixing together whatever
smells good to you

31

32
33
34
35

Say yes to all invitations and new
opportunities for a week

36

Walk barefoot in the grass

37

Lie on the floor in silence for fifteen
minutes, just doing nothing

a postcard or print of the piece you
like best

29

30

Head to the seaside and have a
paddle

Summer
27 Visit your local art gallery and buy
28

46

Take a walk by a river or another
waterway
Keep a special box in your desk full
of small treasures and memories
– crystals, photos, mementos and
reminders of special dates. Look
through it and remember how much
you have to be grateful for
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38
39

Try wild swimming, or learn to swim
if you can’t
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Treat yourself to something beautiful,
but entirely impractical
Bake a cake and share it with your
co-workers
Walk in the woods and gather some
colourful leaves
Go shopping. Visit different stores
and try on clothes you’d never
normally consider. It might be a
colour you’d usually avoid, a shorter
skirt or a dress or something for a
formal occasion. Learn to look at
yourself in a new light

Indulge in your guilty pleasure.
Whether it’s a bacon butty or an
episode of Love Island, treat yourself
to something naughty
Make the most of a sunny day by
sunbathing
Try forest bathing
Go trampolining
Check voucher and deal sites and
book an activity for yourself and a
friend – maybe a Thai cookery class,
indoor skydiving or horse riding
Go on a picnic in the countryside or
lunch alfresco in the park

47 Take a day or weekend course to
learn a new skill – anything from
circus skills to to being a blacksmith

Read a new author or a different
type of book from your usual choices

48 Plan a special treat with your stash

Book a massage or treatment you’ve
never tried before

49 Have a wardrobe clean out and

Take a bus or a train to somewhere
you’ve never been before for the day

or saved up fivers
donate to a local charity shop. Buy
something or make a cash donation
while you’re there

50 Use a cashback site when shopping
Autumn
40 Make something by yourself – it
doesn’t matter if it’s an origami
animal or a wooden scoop whittled
from a fallen branch

41
42

Have a home spa evening, either
alone or get everyone to join in

online or choosing your utilities
and insurance companies. Put the
money saved aside for treats

51 Explore local volunteering
opportunities

52 Look back over your year and see
what activities you’ve most enjoyed.
Make your cards for 2020!

Visit a playground and have a go on
the swings while no-one is looking
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NEW ONLINE
PLATFORM OFFERS
FREE MEMBERSHIP
Unlimited Wellbeing (https://www.
unlimitedwellbeing.co.uk/) a new
client attraction platform is offering free
membership signups to holistic therapists.
The business has recently benefited from a
six-figure investment and is now aiming to
become the UK’s number one online portal
for everything health and wellbeing related.
The website connects practitioners and
specialists with potential clients, as well as
providing health education and support.
Sanjiv Corepal, CEO of Unlimited
Wellbeing, hopes to bring cohesion to a
“dynamic but hugely fragmented industry”
Those who sign up to the platform will
be able to showcase their services and
advertise classes, workshops, and events
free of charge. They will also receive
unlimited access to business support
services.
Unlimited Wellbeing will also donate
£1 for each person who signs up to
YoungMinds, the UK’s leading charity
fighting for young people’s mental health.
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HOLISTIC HAVEN HOPE
FOR AVIVA AWARD
A group of
volunteers
in Keighley
in Yorkshire
is hoping to
win a grant
in the Aviva
Community Awards programme to
transform the Temple Row Centre into
a holistic haven offering a café, classes,
treatments, and quiet spaces.
The building was previously used to
support local people with disabilities.
The winners will be announced late in
January following a public vote.
Speaking to the local newspaper,
Volunteer Centre spokesperson Diane
Dale enthused, “The Holistic Haven
will create a calming and therapeutic
space where people from all walks of
life and of all abilities can gather to
balance and heal their bodies and minds
together. It will be a perfect place for
anyone needing a bit of relaxation, social
interaction or somewhere where they can
simply be themselves and feel at ease.
“We will welcome anyone with a
learning disability, people experiencing
mental health issues, older people,
or anyone else who might be lonely
or isolated due to their individual
circumstances.”

Diane said the Holistic Haven would
become a place where people could
receive holistic treatments, explore
different spiritual beliefs, take classes
to help with getting a healthy body and
mind, or simply socialise with others in
calming sanctuary spaces.
Other services could include a walking
group, music and dance sessions, a
quiet area for reading, and a library of
self-help and health materials.

PORTSMOUTH GETS A
YOGA CAFÉ
Fancy a flat
white with your
downward
dog? Then
Waterlooville
near
Portsmouth’s
new Yoga Café
may be just your cup of tea. The new café
combines refreshments with a weekly
schedule of yoga classes with a variety
of teachers as well as its meditation
workshops in the upstairs yoga studio.
The venue, which aims to become a
community hub, also has two therapy
rooms which offers holistic therapy and an
organic hair salon, using vegan products.
These will include locally sourced,
homemade shampoo and conditioners.
Owner Emma can be contacted at the café
on 023 9225 9021 or contact via www.
facebook.com/emmasyogacafe/
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NATURALLY LOWCAFFEINE TEA PLANT
DISCOVERED
Tea drinkers who
would prefer to
avoid caffeine
could soon have
a new, naturally
low-caffeine
option. Scientists
report that a recently discovered wild
tea plant in China contains little or no
caffeine and, unlike many industrially
decaffeinated products, could potentially
provide many of the health benefits of
regular brewed teas.
Currently many teas are decaffeinated
using supercritical carbon dioxide or
hot water treatments. However, these
methods can affect the flavour and
destroy compounds in the tea associated
with lowered cholesterol, reduced risk of
heart attack or stroke, and other health
benefits.
Hongyacha (HYC), a rare wild tea
found in the mountains of southern China
has been discovered to have very little
caffeine and local people credit it with
curing colds, soothing stomach pain and
relieving a host of other ailments. Ref:
10.1021/acs.jafc.8b03433

GLOBAL
COMPLEMENTARY
AND ALTERNATIVE
MEDICINE MARKET
SET FOR 19% GROWTH
According to a
new research
forecast from
Acument
Research,
the global
complementary
and alternative medicine market size is
expected to rise to around USD 199.2
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billion by 2026, the market is projected to
grow with 19% CAGR during the forecast
time period.
One of the main drivers is the growing
popularity of natural supplements/
wellness medicines. The growing
acceptance and encouragement of CAM
in many countries is also expected to
fuel the industry’s growth, as consumers
shift their focus to maintaining health
and wellbeing rather than pharmaceutical
treatment.
The report suggests that, as of early
2018, about two thirds of the people in
the majority of emerged and emerging
nations were reported using one or
the other form of complementary and
alternative form of medicines, particularly
as the bank of scientific studies
supporting these therapies grows.

HOLISTIC THERAPY IS
ONE OF THE FASTEST
GROWING JOB
CATEGORIES IN USA
The U.S.
economy added
a net total
of 155,000
new jobs in
November
2018, according
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. This
is the 98th consecutive month of
growth. Some industries are growing
far faster than the job market as a
whole and buoying overall job growth.
The top twenty five fastest growing job
categories include miscellaneous health
practitioners. This category includes some
holistic therapists, such as body workers
and energy workers and while numbers
employed have grown by 49.6% since
2007, wages have dropped by 28.5%.
The average USA annual salary for these
types of holistic therapist is now $23,583
or around £18,445. The fall may be a
result of cheaper, mass-market chains
and the rise of the gig-economy.
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Similarly, the category of specialty
therapists, which includes hypnotherapy,
acupuncture and naturopathy grew by
53.5% in terms of job numbers, but here
wages rose by 40.1% on average to just
over $50,000, or £39,000.
Increasing demand is attributed
to the rising number of older people
seeking treatment and preventative
care. According to a recent study from
the National Center for Complementary
and Integrative Health and the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention,
Americans spend approximately $30
billion a year on alternative medicines
such as herbal supplements, meditation,
chiropractic, and yoga, which amounts to
9.2 percent of total out-of-pocket health
care spending.

UK EMPLOYEES SPEND
£174 A MONTH
ON WELLBEING
PRODUCTS
New figures
from insurance
company
Canada Life
suggests that
employees in
the UK spent
an average of
£174 per month on wellbeing products in
2018. Workers in London were reported
to have splashed out a massive £347 per
month, skewing the figures as those out
with London claimed to spend an average
of £101.
The survey defined wellness products
broadly, including gym memberships,
and insurance cover such as income
protection. Those under thirty four spent
more than double the nation average.
While 56% of the respondents said they
take care of their physical and mental
wellbeing, however 38% admitted they
could do more to maintain their body and
31% said the same about their mind. n
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Harness the
power of aromatherapy

CY

CMY
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100% pure essential oils | hydrolats | carrier oils
pre-blended massage oils | cosmetic bases
Save 20% on first order, quote HHM20*
www.baseformula.com

* Single use only. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other discount or promotional offer.

The Pocket Atlas
of Human Anatomy

Nationwide fast track accredited training
in holistic and beauty therapies

This full-colour compact reference
guide, is an essential aide-mémoire
for any student or early practitioner
of anatomy, physical therapy,
chiropractic, medicine, physiotherapy,
or any other health-related field.
The book details anatomical
terms, tissues, bones, axial and
appendicular skeletons, joints, and the
musculoskeletal system, along with
The Anatomy Trains myofascial
meridians which presents a map of
how tracks of fascial fabric wind
longitudinally through series of
muscles. This new approach to
structural patterning has far-reaching
implications for effective movement
training and manual therapy
treatment.

978 1 905367 85 6
Available from Amazon.co.uk
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AMETHYST
HOLISTIC TRAINING
10% discount on all courses
quote Holistic erapist Magazine when booking

Training in:
- Aromatherapy
- Reeexology
- Ear candling
- Facials
- Manicure
- Crystal healing
plus much more

RRP

£12.99

01642 649712
rachel@amethystholistictraining.co.uk
www.amethystholistictraining.co.uk
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Its what ’s inside our essential oils
that really makes the difference.

Tisserand Aromatherapy has been sourcing and blending 100% natural pure
essential oils since 1974. Handed down over the years, our knowledge and
expertise of essential oils ensure we are one of the most trusted brands in
aromatherapy and wellbeing.
Sign up to tisserand.com to receive professional pricing
and 25% off your f irst order using code HTM25.

@tisseranduk

@tisserandaromatherapy
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zingershots.com


LITTLE DRINK WITH A BIG Z!NG

WAKE UP WITH A ZING!
A delicious caffeine-free
alternative to an espresso –
just pressed ginger and
apple juice and water.

ZING AWAY DRIVERS’ BLUES!
For true ginger devotees only
– blow away all the cobwebs
with pressed ginger, chilli and
apple juice

FOR THAT 3PM ZING!
A fierce chilli hit to blast
away drowsiness –
just lime juice, hot chilli
and apple juice .

GO TO BED WITH A ZING!
A calmer smoother zing –
crushed turmeric juice with
black pepper, lemon, chilli
and apple juice.

beet-it.com


PRESSED JUICE

SPORT CONCENTRATE

BEETROOT JUICE ~ Nitrates from nature
Beet It juice available in all major supermarkets
Beet It Sport available from Holland & Barrett, Amazon and Wiggle

